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Boards, $2.60.
improvements in teaching, and

make good piano players of all who strictly follow its precomprehensive, progressive and pleasing, and removes many

certain to

cepts.

It is

which are apt to be encountered. Its melodious exercises
studies advance and Interest the pupil, lighten the labor and save
the time of the teacher. The ability to read music is readily imparted,
and the pupil is advanced as fast as a thorough knowledge of the subject
difficulties

and

Thousands of copies have been sold, and in every case
will admit.
teachers and pupils continue to use and recommend it in preference to
any other work.
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large proportion of the music in this excellent work is selected from
the best compositions of Wagner, Barnby, Sullivan, Millard, Thomas
and other distinguished writers, and is now, for the first time, adapted
for the organ. It contains a large variety of Gems for Soft Stops, Pre-

A

Hymn

Requiems,

Wedding and

National Music,
Tunes,
etc., each piece containing the proper registration, and being adapted for
the Church (Pipe) or Cabinet Organ. This work will prove invaluable
to any one desiring a collection of attractive and effective music.

Zundel’s First Year on the Organ.

Paper, $1.00.

This invaluable work for beginners on the Pipe Organ abounds in
time lessons and exercises for all the foot movements in pedaling, and
contains a pleasing selection of Voluntaries.

Edition,

net
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The Theory and Practice of Musical Form.

I,.,

Briefly and clearly
of our modern tonal
system. The Scales, Intervals, etc. Adapted as a preparation to the Study of Harmony and Music generally. Third
net,
Cloth
Edition, revised and improved.
An easy method of Modulation by means of universal Fornet,
mulas. Cloth
Tables of the 24 Major and Minor Keys, or Modulations
(Supplement to “ An easy Method of Modulaclassified.

Translated by
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A System

sition.

Haupt,

A., Theory of Counterpoints, Fugue and double CounTranslated from the original Manuscript by H.
net,
Clarence Eddy. Cloth
Manual of Harmony. Translated byP. Torek

Cloth, $2.50.
This latest contribution to the most important branch of music literature is the ripe result of years of thought and experience of theforemoBt
music theorist living. Of all works on the subject, this is at once the
most exhaustive in treatment and popular in style; it should be in the
hands of every student; as a book of reference on disputed points, it
will be found remarkably clear and convincing, and will eventually
supplant every other work on the subject.

Boards, $ .40; Cloth, $ .50.

A complete system of musical notation, adapted to the wants of
beginners on the Piano-forte and American Organ. Together with rules
for fingering the scales, practical hints to the pupil in regard to the
hours and mode of practice, position of the body, arms, hands, etc., etc.

and H. B. Pasmore
The History of Music

net,

in 12 Lectures. Second
enlarged Edition, with Illustrations. Translated by J. H.
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New Ed., revised by J. H.
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net,
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Translated by Fanny RayCatechism of Composition.
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net,

Ritter

C.

Cloth, $1.50.
175 pages.
Sicber’s Art of Singing.
Translated from the German of Prof. Ferdinand Sieber, with an
All
original chapter on the Hygiene of the Voice, by Dr. F. Seeger.
who desire to sing acceptably to others, and with ease to themselves,
should study this very able treatise on the Human Voice— used and
of the best teachers.
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Additional Exercises to “ Manual of Harmony ,” by A.
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Richter. Translated by J. P. Morgan
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Cloth
J. P. Morgan.
Translated by J. P. Morgan.
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Piano-forte Practice.
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SACRED MUSIC.
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Wagner, Richard, Beethoven.

Ward- Jackson,
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By Albert W.

A collection of Sacred Pieces, selected and transcribed from the ancient
for the Piano-forte, the intention being to supply
a very desirable class of music calculated for use on the Sabbath.

1

25
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net,

B., Song Album

Grieg, Edv.,

GUSTAVE
Instructor of

J.

Songs. 4 Vols., each
Vols. I, II, together, bound in cloth
Vols. Ill, IV, together, bound in cloth....

ST0ECKEL, Mus. D.,
College, New Haven,

Music in Yale

Connecticut.

This work stands alone as a collection of English Hymns, with tunes
arranged for Male Voices.
The tunes have been selected with especial reference to the singing of
a large choir or congregation very few of them have the sentimental
character or the musical form which would adapt them solely to the use
of a few trained singers.
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Schutz himself set the German words
in Gerand composed the first opera ever written
it was, to
many. Although written by a German,
for
Italian opera
all intents and purposes, an
Italian ideas
Schutz was in full sympathy with the
time was to
he had imbibed in Venice. A long
to
were
composers
elapse before German opera
of tins was
develop a national style. One reason
and social confusion caused by the
;

IN

MUSICAL HISTORY.

that

in Dresden, with

singers,

and here

an Italian conductor and Italian
Italian operas were given in the
under court patronage, until

Italian language,

first quarter of the nineteenth
What was true of Dresden was true of
century.
If Gernearly or quite every court iu Germany.
were employed, they had to write

about the end of the

man composers

in
music in the Italian style to Italian words,
and, as in
short, Italian opera became the fashion,
long as
the case of most fashionable things, so

meritorithe craze lasted, no other style, however
England, also,
ous, had any chance of success. In
The one EngItalian opera became the fashion.
first rank duilish composer acknowledged as of
lus
life-work of Bach
Henry Purcell (1658-1 69o).
cultivated in Venice. ing this century was
so widely and so successfully
wrote a very considerable number of operas,
He
was
house
opera
public
first
the
ITALIAN OPERA.
time
During his
were in no way distinguishable, as regards
This was an epoch-making but they
built in Venice.
contemporary Italian operas on
Dramatic music will claim our attention first,
of opera as a style, from the
phenomenon of the event, for it marks the beginning
modeled. Two other English
as the most important musical
whereas elsewhere it con- which they were
entertainment,
public
have
we
as
Opera,
this century achieved a good
early part of the century.
exclusively the prop- opera composers of
time,
long
a
for
be,
to
tinued
Lock
But while the
seen, was invented in Florence.
reputation in their own country, Matthew
festal
on
it
used
who
nobles,
erty of princes and
Eccles, born about the
John
and
Florentine musicians zealously cultivated the new
(1620-1677),
In
guests.
occasions for the entertainment of their
form of musical art, it was in Venice that the
court affair. same time as Lock.
it was a popular matter, not a
Venice
to
took
opera
exception
the
of
an
formed
development
most important
Iu Germany, Hamburg
were
So popular was it that other opera houses
place during the early part of the seventeenth
prevalent Italian style. This grew out of the
the year 1734 some four hundred the
commercial city,
The conditions in Venice were particu- built, and before
century.
fact that Hamburg was a free
pubbeen
had
composers
and operas by forty different
removed from the scene of
larly favorable for the development of secular
This date takes us and also, being far
Venice was an iso- licly performed in Venice
had suffered less than
especially of dramatic music.
for the pres- the thirty years’ war,
She had somewhat beyond the boundaries set
These two circumstances, as in
lated, wealthy, commercial republic.
to make the her neighbors.
necessary
seemed
it
but
lesson,
ent
the
an indisuffered less than any other Italian city from
the case of Venice, enabled her to develop
have
we
and
remark,
brief
more
her wealth gave statement. One
caused her music to
political confusion of the time
Cavalli,* ho vidual life of her own, and
her done with Venice for the present.
her citizens leisure for mental cultivation;
on a peculiar character, different from that
Monteverde’s successor at St. Mark’s in take
became
broadha.d
Venice,
Orient
in
the
with
as
Here,
intercourse
commercial
of the rest of Germany.
1668 , must be mentioned as the one Venetian
draened her ideas, introduced new elements of culture,
church music was greatly influenced by the
composer, after Monteverde, who contributed essenwas
and made her more a cosmopolitan city than any
style, and the opera, very naturally,
matic
style.
dramatic
the
of
of tially to the development
characteristically German
more
other in Europe. Then she had a great school
start
the
from
beyond
extended far
attracting He won a reputation which
However, no re )1 development of
first-class musicians who were already
Italian.
of Italy. After his time, opera in than
bounds
the
These
Alps.
beginthe
of
side
promising
north
this
disciples from the
sensuous rather German opera came out of
pro- Venice began to emphasize the
musicians were independent, original and
Unfortunately, the writers of opera texts
ning.
the dramatic element, and with this change
choose any
Zarlino had discovered important prin- than
gressive.
there, as elsewhere, seemed unable to
degeneration and downfall.
is only, in began its
and as the masses
subjects,
ciples in harmony, the value of which
classical
than
other
The
with
our own -day, beginning to he appreciated.
ITALIAN OPERA OUTSIDE OF ITALY.
who patronized the opera had no sympathy
comthe
all
matter,
two Gabrielis, and, for that
mythology, and no acquaintance with the
The newly-invented opera, or newly-revived Greek
Willaert
posers of the Venetian school from
literature from which these subjects, were
Greek
was
to
be,
supposed
madri- Greek drama, as it was then
kind of
down, had given their church music and
The first taken, they cared nothing at all for that
freer emo- speedily introduced into Germany.
no court to support
gals a more dramatic coloring and a
(1585- musical drama. There was
than anybody German to do this was Heinrich Schutz
tional and imaginative treatment
success depended on attracting full
lesson as a student the opera
last
the
in
to
referred
Gabrielis
1672),
unThe immediate successor of the
else.
necessarily made up, in great part, of
It happened in this houses,
service. under Gabrieli in Venice.
resorted
was to render the infant opera its greatest
cultivated people ; and so the managers
born at way In the year 1627 the Elector John George
depended for their
This was Claudio Monteverde. He was
marriage to the to spectacular attractions^ind
music
at I of Saxony gave his daughter in
of
director
was
course,
and
Of
in
1568,
accessories.
Cremona
on scenic
Darmstadt. As the latter was patronage mainly
years, from 1618 till his Fandgrave of HesseSt. Mark’s- for thirty
;
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composer

first opera,
him to give a performance of Peri s
ordered Schutz, his court director
“ Dafne.”
it in the German
of music, to prepare it and give
the poet, as the
lanquaqe, designating Martin Opitz,
when the trans.translator of Rinuccini’s text. But
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Original Compositions, Selections and Arrangements from Gounod,
Schumann, Abt, Costa, Niclioll, Handel and others. Adapted for Choirs
and the Home Circle, by H. W. Nicholl.

Nlclioll’s

far UlS
These Recreations form in themselves hu excellent.
development of taste and phrasing. They are selected from the earliest
masters to composers of the present day, thus being a school of historical
music as well. The themes are all fresh and pleasing, and the hackmost all similar collections are avoided. They
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are published for both Piano or Parlor Organ, in foreign or American
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expression,
CHAPTER
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newly-invented
he was just the man to do for the
In 1607 he proopera what nobody else could.
J. C. Fillmore.
was then
duced his first opera in Mantua, where he
two more
director of music, and he wrote at least
THE PROGRESS OF OPERA.
W
In the latter city he
before he went to Venice.
In
outline of the mu- continued his career as an operatic composer.
v f Having how given a general
sixteenth century, these works he embodied his ripest ideas on the
sical situation at the end of the
of art of composition and of musical expression, and
our next task must be to trace the development
history.
musical
in
musical art, along its various lines during the his work marks an era
to the stimuIt was doubtless due, in great part,
seventeenth century, up to the beginning of the
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of his example that operatic composition
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tune
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prepwithout
the first to use the dominant-seventh
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mented fourth, in the same way, and he
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VII.

work.”

terpoint.

Jadassohn. S.,
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and cultivated man, the elector
beginning of his career a highly-educated
worthy ot
death, in 1643. From the
to offer him some entertainment
to Venice, he had wished
as a musician, before he went
So it occurred
his intellectual and refined tastes.
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Goetschius, Percy, The

(payable in advance).

JUNE,

As in the case of every composer of origchord.
verde’s innovations met with
PHILADELPHIA. PA. inal genius, Monte
opposition from the
severe criticism and violent
EDITORS.
his day. But they have been
of
theorists
pedantic
CLEVE,
JOHN S. VAN
w. S. B. MATHEWS,
our modern
accepted and incorporated into all
JAMES IIUNEKER,
JOHN C. FILLMORE,
So has one of his innovations
music-thinking.
D. De F. BRYANT.
the first to employ the political
which
the use of the violin. He was
Manager,
Advertising
thirty years’ war (1618-1648),
Managing Editor,
use, as a means of dreadful
the tremolo, now in common
N. ALLEN STOCKTON.
Schutz from following up his
THEODORE PRESSER.
This, also, effectually prevented
expressing agitated, passionate feeling.
never wrote a second
Second-class Matter.)
first attempt in this line. He
with
(Entered at Philadelphia Pott Office as
contemporaries
his
of
was treated by many
has shown ° P a
ridicule and contempt, but the result
established
In i662 an Italian opera house was

discontinued.

‘

Music as a Language; or, The Meaning of
Illustrated with Examples from classic
Musical Sounds.
net,
and modern works. Boards

Goodrich, A.

Year

are held
that all subscribers to newspapers
their papers are ordered to be
responsible until arrearages are paid and

I

channels.
deserve.”

Practice of Musical Form, on the Basis of
net,
L.Busslek’s Musikalische Formenlehre

Boards

Subscription Rates, $1.50 tee
Single Copy, 15 cents.

‘

net,

”)

Piano-forte.

The courts have decided

have carefully examined the ‘Progressive and Melodious Studies’
aud the Recreations for the Piano-forte’ by Louis Mever, published l»y
I can
your house, and find them to be of excellent character, and
earnest students.
cordially recommend them to conscientious tethers and
Each point of technical study is carefully introduced, yet never in a
manner that is dull or dry, while the Recreations are of solid worth
in
the
proper
pupil
young
the
taste
of
the
and cannot fail to lead
“

The Theory and

H. Cornell.

occasionally altered
series of short illustrative extracts edited and
them within the necessary limit, selected with much discnyai.fullv fine-ered.
Thev are intended to be used in oon-

and
What LOUIS ELSON, the distinguished Critic, Lecturer
Professor at the New England Conservatory, says

(See J. H. Cornell.)

Ehrlich, M., How to

the Celebrated Organist and Critic, says

Teachers and Students of the

•

’and
composers i eproare remarkably well adapted to tlmir purpose. Ihe
sented belong to various schools, both ancient and modern, a ad the
young pupil is therefore enabled to form a clear idea of the)/ varied
(
style in the earlier stages of his studies.”

net,
to the Exercises by S. Jackson. Boards
Companion to the Thorough Bass Primer. ^6 preliminary
Exercises, to which is added a key by S. Jackson. Boards.

Eanghans, W..

THEORETICAL WORKS.

highly recommended by

“A

for

to bring

net,

New

Thorough Bass Primer.

tion

New Themes and Modern Gems.

ludes, Poatludes,

FRED. ARCHER,

J. F., Piano forte Primer; containing the Rudi(Only correct Ed. with Foreign Finger-

of Music.

ing.)

with a key

for the Piano-forte.
Cornell, J. H., A Primer of Tonality.
Boards, $2.75.
explaining the fundamental Principles

Getze’s New Method for the Piano-forte is offered to the musical
public as the fruit of many years of labor in teaching, and careful study
of every other method and system of instruction for the Piano-forte.

Albert W. Berg.

A Monthly Publication

PA.,

;
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Ameri-

We now have
branches.
there the other, and in all its
positively what could be done
compose
violinists an
for a yet too early to know
of ten, almost, we can find a desirable position
can singers, organists, pianists,
guarantee fund, as was done in
paper
any one in the way of raising a
class the present
it is this last-named
qualified teacher, and, in fact, we will not assist
and
quite
is
Milwaukee
Indianapolis this year, but, certainly,
particularly, composers
important
more
very
and,
It
is
with,
qualified.
deal
thoroughly
to
who is not
other city. attempt
in this respect as any
who have
should send as likely to be liberal
both native born and foreigners,
that those desiring to patronize our Bureau
consideration of the for the piano,
the
and
to
commended
earnestly
is
which
have «o
being better All of
resided amongst us, and who
in early, as they stand the better chance of
divine
A.
the standard of the
of the members of the M. T. N.
faithfully endeavored to raise
served.” It is a short time now to the close
the most popular inpresent
applicaof
at
is
number
piano
a
the
already
That
art.
school year, and we have
Nearly every household
strument, goes without saying.
tions for teachers on our books.
Schumann and Chopin are
possesses one, and Beethoven,
Accompanying the application from either teacher or
Piano recitals are
what is
rapidly becoming familiar names.
principal should be a concise statement of
I.
pianistic debuts testify
specifying
attended, and numerous
wanted, and we will at once forward blanks
American eagerly
n ye
That the American Composer, like the
of the piano-forte.
The cost of applito the increasing popularity
exactly the requirements throughout.
but
undeniable
an
is
Gottsheld its own.
Dollar.
Novelist, has not as yet arrived,
before Tbalberg’s time it hardly
cation to the teacher has been reduced to One
Goldschmidt
The inevitable flourish of
offer somewhat melancholy fact.
Herz, Leopold de Meyer,
Henry
chalk,
Let us hope to receive a heartier response to this
from
pianist), all conthe birth of a new production
heralds
capital
that
power
our
trumpets
a
in
and
all
do
to
husband,
(Jenny Lind’s
than ever before, and we promise
followed by the disThen Ruimportance felt.
communication with what a purely national pen is invariably
tributed toward making its
to place our patrons in direct
fatal one, as a rule—
new vista in piano playcovery of a flaw somewhere, and a
binstein’s visit, which opened a
they are seeking.
or the lack of that
of our talented youth who
generally the want of originality
ing, and the return of many
betokens the individual
at the undefiled spring
peculiar flavor that not only
flocked to the other side to drink
characteristics.
as the result of their
mind but also the utter want of American
itself, and bringing back,
Our of music
perceive.
and hearty love of their
The cause of all this is not hard to
enthusiastic labors, much culture
undeidle and feed on itselt,
Unfortunately, there will be no prominent summer country is yet new, its immense resources still
remain
to
content
not
was
that
art
present toward
are
that speedily made
veloped the tendency of the nation is at
normal music school this year. Numerous letters
but took the form of a propaganda
and the national
information
material prosperity, alack of noble ideals,
to-day we enjoy the result ot
being received from every quarter asking for
itself heard and felt, and
encouraging character by no means presenting a well-defined type.
music.
about this matter. We regret that no very
the labors of these pioneers in
enormous
despite the early
reply can be given.
And how could it, when one considers the
Naturally, we began to compose, and
variety
and evident want of
The question of summer study has not yet been solved. amalgam that foreign emigration and bewildering
crudities, now fast disappearing,
pecuniary
mass is still in ferment,
the American will
Nearly all the schools that have been held were
of types cause? This seething
originality, the time will come when
true
reason we will
will be evolved the
present too
losses to the managers, and this is the
but, doubtless, in the future
make himself a name in music. We are at
Perhaps we American-a product of all nations-the most cosmois not dead much
have no first-class school this summer.
near the mighty dead ones-Beethoven
these
original, man on the
and Mendelssohn
have not hit on the correct mode of conducting
politan, and let us hope the most
more than a half-century, Schumann
get
a
is
to
overcome
Theodore Thomas
One serious obstacle to
schools.
globe.
quarter of a century, and until, as
boundless a
The leading teachers are kept so
Europeans complain we lack the sense of the
great names out of their
fine corps of teachers.
says, “ the youngsters get these
comes they landscape, majestic scenery and feeling of freedom in
American music.
purely
busy during the winter that when summer
for
vain
in
look
heads,” we will
enter upon the our literature and art that they are both but echoes of
Jas. Huneker.
are in no condition, body and mind, to
who European culture; that Longfellow is miniatureTennyson,
July issue.)
arduous duties of stimulating a lot of teachers
( To be continued in
Carlyle Poe,
need just the thing the normal teachers themselves Emerson a more amiable and emasculated
original,
Besides
blind.
Hawthorne and Walt Whitman they accept as
It is a case of blind leading the
need.
can ‘afford to rest the latter, particularly, attempting to throw into his rude
this, eminent men of the profession
N. A.
tone, the
teaching
American
during summer, and prefer a trip to Europe to
but powerful epic a thoroughly
institutions, the
praise of democracy and democratic
in an inland town under a tropical sun.
Eleventh
Before another issue reaches our readers, the
in a word,
The idea of combining recreation with study may praise of the individual above the state;
N. A. will have passed into
A seaside normal music school Americanism as it now is crude but informed, with Annual Meeting of the M. T.
solve the question.
the
is printed in last issue of
what
to
addition
In
reaction
history.
properly
be
a
There also seems to
unelarified strength.
would, we believe, be eminently successful if
numerous attractions added.
Maine, the
French or German programme, there have been
conducted. New Jersey coast, the coast of
in our art circles from purely
from
The programme is now printed, and can be had
would draw methods, or, rather, subjects. Our technic we learn
delightful places along our northern lakes
deduction in railroad rates has been
matters not, this office.
are drawn
abroad, whether at Paris or Dusseldorf, it
the °music people, as now the church people
known as the Certificate Plan. A
Martha’s Vineyard, etc. but our canvases seem more and more to reflect the granted on what is
to Chautauqua, Ocean Grove,
issued by the Association
but they were American life and habits, and, above all, landscape. In railroad circular has been
Efforts of this kind have been made,
would advise all that
managed. In the latter branch we can decidedly claim the distinction which gives full information. We
either ahead of the times or indifferently
The
to Indianapolis to send for one.
going
and
contemplate
work
mention
whose
will
we
school
study,
for
national
of having evolved a
the absence of other facilities
purchase full price
Delegates
follows:
as
briefly
plan is
in New York City methods are certainly holding their own abroad.
that Robert Goldberk will remain
sold at one-third of
most sensitive and ticket going to meeting, tickets are
during the summer, and will receive pupils at Chickering
It is evident, then, that music, the
signed by
if a certificate has been
contact with our full fare returning
ideal of all the arts, should shrink from
Hall, his headquarters.
the Secretary at the
will
and, until the ticket agent in going, and by
Mr. Frank Lynes, 149 A Tremont St., Boston,
noisy atmosphere of commerce and politics,
has been in attendance.
Students wishing the within the past twenty-five years, raise but a feebie voice meeting, sticking that party
also teach during the summer.
except in
Secretary,
accommodated in all the hurry and flurry around her. Since the new Certificates are procured from the
use of a church organ for practice can be
and Ohio River
We hope to be able to an- era, however, she has spoken in no uncertain tone, and the territory lying between the Lakes
oderate cost.
by him at a
and Pittsburgh. In this terriRiver
Mississippi
the
will
and
who
can
be
that we Americans
nounce the names of other leading teachers
it is now an undeniable fact
Hotel
from ticket agents.
The strong dash of the tory certificates can be had
be available for lessons this summer.
called a music-loving people.
Full information can
the accommodations are most complete.
Teutonic in our blood is partly the cause of this, also
addressing Mr. Stanton J. Peele, Indianapohad
by
who,
be
class,
leisure
the
called
be
increasing of what might
in advance from
It is well to secure your ticket
are able lis.
T. N. A.
having no taste for business and being rich,
whom all general information can be had.
in the broadest sense of Secretary, from
to devote themselves to culture
scale, and
This meeting has been gotten up on a grand
Museums, libraries and conservatories are
IN 1888?
SHALL IT
the word.
other meeting yet
Opera houses, will be more of a festival than any
springing up like magic around us.
that of the last meetdouble
Within little more than a month of this writing, the M.
exceed
will
cost
The
held.
theatres, all indicate that the tide
will have been held, concert halls, noble
will be one day more than usual
T. N. A. and A. C. M. meetings
have worked hard and ing in Boston. There
decided on. As has turned. We are young yet,
and the place for next year’s meeting
The array of fine artists who have
this meeting.
but a great breathing- spell is taking to
too early to make sugges- are still working,
of the
to this latter, it is, perhaps, not
their services for the meeting is one
volunteered
now
we
and
struggle,
and
labor
place after a century of
than ten piano virtuosi will
tions.
and her culture of the marked features. No less
held in the look wistfully toward Europe
e
Obviously, the next meeting ought to be
heard, and an even greater number of vocalists.
in everything else a go-ahead nation, be
being
and
beautiful,
the
for
favored
West, since the extreme East has been
now for pleasant weather for our festivities. It is
in this, and, the consequence is, pray
reasons why Milwau- we make no exception
gatherings will grow to be more and
past two years. There are several
these
that
hoped
boast
we
can
concerned,
lo begin that, as far as the art of music is
choose.
Provision
reunion of the profession.
kee would be an excellent place to
finest orchestras in the more of a social
and invigorating. of possessing several of the
give time and opportunity for social
with, its summer climate is always cool
that last season, in New Y'ork, is being made to
available at world, and an opera house
Then it has a very good local orchestra,
intercourse at this meeting.
Wagner’s
audiences,
appreciative
before
brought from brought out
much less expense than if it had to be
The work of preparing this meeting has been a labor
all the fidelity and artistic earnestness
hall for concerts, masterpieces with
abroad, as this year. It has a good
on the part of all the officers, and it now remains
most exacting of all composers. This of love
surroundings, and avail- demanded by that
seating 2500 people, in pleasant
general turnout of the profession to Indianapolis
at present the art of music is to have a
instance
solitary
but
a
is
moderate
Association at a
able for all the purposes of the
5th to 8th.
July
on
to
land
the
of
end
one
'from
It is most sedulously cultivated
are excellent.
,

When was Italian opera
Where was this?
diftes.
development and realization years of giving operas, not only in Paris but in
established in Dresden? Was the state of things in
of all high artistic ideals, and opera here, as later all the cities of France. They formed a stock Dresden different from that in other court cities of Gerin Venice, degenerated.
Decay set in, in fact, company and built an opera house, opening it many ? How long did it continue ? Name the prominent
“
which
Pomona,”
not only before operatic endeavor had borne any with a new opera of their own,
English composers of opera at this time. Give dates for
Was their work essentially English or Italian
ripe fruit, but almost before there had begun to be ran for eight months and netted Perrin alone Purcell.
of the course of opera in
any fruit at all. A considerable improvement about $6000. It is said, however, to have been in style? Give an account
this

was

fatal to the

took place, however, at the end of the century, inferior in every way to their first work. Feeling
the results of which we shall trace in the next the necessity of competing with the Italian opera
in showy decorations, they laid more stress on
FRENCH OPERA.
these than on the artistic quality of their new
work, and by these means achieved a great popu
Italian opera made its first appearance in
lar success.
The consequence was that they ac
France in the year 1645, when Cardinal Mazarin complished very little for real French opera in the
procured a company of Italian opera singers for
four years during which they held their operatic
the entertainment of the queen, Anne of Austria.
monopoly. Their real service lay in the decisive
It is said, however, that opera, as performed by
first step of Perrin in the matter of lyric poetry,
this company, failed to meet the demands of French
and in the impulse given by their first combined
taste.
The French applied to it the canons of the effort in opera.
drama as it had been developed by their great
now come to one of the great names in the
classical dramatists, Corneille and Molifire, who
history of French opera, and, for that matter, of
had already done much toward refining French
opera in general, the name of Giovanni Battista
taste in dramatic art.
Measured by these stand- Lully, who succeeded to the monopoly of opera in
ards, the Italian opera of that time was faulty
France in the year 1672. For two hundred years
and defective. Although it had originated in an
now, it has been affirmed that he robbed Perrin
enthusiastic attempt to revive the Greek drama,
and Cambert of their privilege by means of the
the tendency to develop its musical forms, and to
basest intrigue.
It has even been affirmed that
invent sensuously pleasing melodies at the cost of
he poisoned Cambert, several years after he
dramatic truthfulness, had speedily shown itself.
cheated him out of his rights.
He has always
Besides this, the Italian opera, as represented in
been represented as a smart, shrewd, unscrupulous
France, aimed to produce effects largely by means
courtier, who, coming to Paris as a youngster
of decorations, scenic accessories, etc., instead of
pushed his way up from a menial position in the
depending mainly on a vivid and forcible dramatic
household of Mme. de Montpensier, the king’s
presentation of a well-constructed play.
All this
niece, to that of a special favorite of the king
hindered the success of Italian opera among the
himself.
He is said to have used the power thus
cultivated classes in France much more than it
acquired in the most odious way, treating the
did in Germany, where the dramatic sense was
noblest men of his time with contempt and conmuch less advanced, and where, indeed, the natutumely, and filling his own pockets at the expense
ral turn for the drama, and natural tact and perof others. However this may be, late researches
ception in dramatic matters, were far less marked
in the French archives seem to make it clear that
than among the French.
he bought the opera monoply of Perrin and CamBut the introduction of opera into France
bert instead of stealing it from them.
created a desire among Frenchmen to produce a
Whatever else may be doubtful, it is certain
musical drama of their own more in accord with
that, although an Italian by birth, he succeeded
their dramatic ideals.
The chief obstacle to this
in doing for French national grand opera what
was found to lie in the fact that French poetry,
Perrin and Cambert had failed to do. Associating
as it then existed, was wholly unsuited to musical
himself with the poet Quinault, who wrote the
treatment.
There were at that time no free lyric

Hamburg. When was Italian opera introduced into
France ? Why was it regarded as unsatisfactory ? What
was the chief obstacle to the composition of operas in
the French language? Who overcame this obstacle, and
how ? Who wrote the first French opera? Give date of

lesson.

Why was the success of Perrin and
production.
Cambert limited? When did their monopoly of opera
pass into other hands? Whose? _What service did
Lully render to French opera? Give an account of
Give the characteristic distinction
Lully, with dates.
its

between

and French opera at

this time.

[For The Etude.]

We

forms in the French literature, such as would
give a composer free scope for his imagination in
setting them to music, and the worst of it was,
that the iambic line of six feet, interrupted by a
ciesura, unfit as it was for the purpose of an operatic composer, was considered by the poets and
critics of the day as the only poetic form worthy
of a place in literature.

Italian

THE MUSIC TEACHERS’ BUREAU
In the early part of the year 1884, just subsequent to

seminaries

respecting assistants,

existing necessity of

and

contemplate the

to

some established medium of com-

munication between the teacher and the principal. Such
a medium we believed would be utilized by a large number of applicants, and would be instrumental in accomplishing a great deal of good.

Forthwith we established and announced, through The
other musical journals, “ The Music Teachers’

Etude and

Bureau of Engagement.”

The

was

result

as

we

antici-

A

has reached such proportions as to demand a number
of clerks to attend to the correspondence connected
therewith.

The grand

object of this Bureau, as perhaps

not understand,

is

some do

to facilitate the correspondence be-

for his operas, he created, within the next
tween those persons seeking to employ teachers and
a large number of those teachers who
desire employment.
Its many advanmusic dramas so vigorous in conception, so full of
tages are obvious.
powerful rhetorical declamation, so dramatically
I. The principal wishing to employ a teacher in his
truthful
fifteen years (he died in 1687),

—

first

time

in the

year 1659.

It

in spite of the fact that

it

made

a great success

was given purposely

without any of those splendid scenic
accessories
which the Italian party in Paris was employing
to dazzle the eyes of the public.
But as there

terized by the predominance of the
music over the and grades. We do not enroll any who are not
words and the dramatic action, laying chief
stress thoroughly competent to do exactly what is represented.
on the development of its musical forms
and the Our method of ascertaining the actual facts in reference

elaboration of its melodies.
The first requisite of
the latter was that they must be
pleasing and sin° e.
Dramatic truthfulness in them was, as it
still is
most Italian operas, quite a subordinate
matter.
2. The national French
opera, based on
an ideal the exact reverse of that which
controlled
Italian opera, laying chief
stress on dramatic expression and relegating the music
to a subordinate
position, wholly tributary to
the main purpose of
the drama.
r

m

QUESTIONS ON CHAPTER

VII.

In what city was opera
was, of course, there, as everywhere, a
successfully cultivated during
considerable the
early part of the seventeenth
century ? What conpreferred tawdry glitter to
solid artistic qualities, the new
French opera
,.
did not make its way as rapidly as its friends
desired.
However, Perrin and Cambert worked on
-

.

energetically, and in

Louis

XIV

1669 they obtained of Kino-

the exclusive

privilege for twelve

to the exact standing of a teacher is

almost

£ly= «ES VeS.'^
Who

introduced

Italian

opera

into

Germany ?

Give

one that proves

and we can guarantee to furnish just
the kind of teacher desired for each position, and that
usually without any delay or expense to the principal.
II. The teacher desiring a situation
is ordinarily at a
infallible,

know how to proceed. He is liable to
appeal to a great number of schools that are already
supplied, and if at last he is so fortunate as to find an
opening, it is very rare indeed that the position is
greater loss to

desirable.

number of those who

;

M.T.

Since the opening of the Bureau up to the
present time, its business has steadily increased until it
assistants.

poems

ab

;

pated.
Numerous applications came pouring in, and we
were fortunate in supplying a goodly number of schools
and seminaries with highly-competent and desirable

:

musical

;

The Etude publication, we were led,
through numerous letters of inquiry from teachers rethe beginning of

in short, so fully in accord with the
school, and not having an acquaintance of his own to fill
highest French ideals— that they kept their place
on the stage for almost a whole century after his the position, must write to some friend, or perhaps a
death.
Considered as music, his operas were infe- stranger, to recommend an acquaintance, and if he is
fortunate
enough to hear of a certain individual who is
The first man who had the courage to break rior to the more fully-developed Italian operas of
said to be a proper one for the position, he can, by no
through this literary superstition, and to write his time. Considered as dramas, they were greatly
manner of means, ascertain to a certainty whether the
superior, and it was this that gave them their
lyric verses suitable for music, in defiance of the
national character.
They were real French opera, person referred to would be desirable or at all suitable.
traditions of the elders, was the Abbe Perrin. He
not merely Italian opera transplanted into
first published a collection of poems,
French Thus he is subject to much delay and uncertainty, and
irregular in
form, freely adapting themselves to the varying soil. At the end of the seventeenth century, then, ofttimes vexatious disappointments, all of which is obmoods of the poet and avowedly intended to lend there were two styles of opera in Europe 1. The viated by such a Bureau as we represent. We have on
Italian in Italy, Germany and
themselves to the purposes of imaginative
England, charac- our lists a large number of teachers for all departments

composition.
They were violently opposed, of
course, by the pedantic literary critics,
and as
violently defended on the side of the musicians,
who saw in them the possibility of a national lyric
drama hitherto unattainable.
professional organist named Robert Cambert, at that
time the
most prominent composer in France, soon
set
some of his songs to music, and very soon after
this
the two combined to produce a comic
operetta
called “ Pastorale. ”
This was given for the

SUMMER MUSIC SCHOOL.

OF ENGAGEMENT.

specting positions and from principals of schools

There are usually so many conditions, such as

locality, salary, length of time,
etc., to be specified, that
compacts between strangers made in the usual manner,
by correspondence, are matters of much dissatisfaction

in

the end.
Under the auspices of our Established
Bureau there are no such risks to run.
To be sure, we cannot guarantee a
every
position to

teacher that applies to us, for the
reason that the supply
of teachers is really in excess
of the demand.
But. the
is very slight, and in
nine cases out

cost of application
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THE ETUDE
commended,

but it is not every cause which is worth the
of “life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.”
If you can make a success without offending the prejudices you have met, it will be worth a great deal more to
you than to vindicate woman’s right to swing a stick in
public at the expense of loss of esteem among those on
whom your reputation and your living depend.
I remain, madam, yours very respectfully,

ure, while wrong practice is hard work, leading to nothing but failure.
Do not let a pupil dislike his music. Make Ins work
If the pupil has but little talent for music,
interesting.
give less technic and more pleasing pieces, and get portions of them perfectly played, pointing out the beauties,

[For The Etude.]

POINTS FOR TEACHERS.

_

Being a good performer does not imply being a good
Neither, on the other hand, does being a good
and understand them.
teacher necessarily imply being a good performer, yet and lead the pupil to enjoy
Show how technic is necessary, that he may be able to
the teacher must be a learned musician, having suffifine effects of good music.
cient knowledge to hold the confidence of his pupils, successfully bring out the
Give pleasing etudes and accent exercises which
and perform well enough to illustrate points in teaching.
to the same.
To this end, a profound knowledge of the subject-matter require an active use of the mind, for the more mind
as
So you want to know about Gericke and his Boston
of his profession is indispensable, that he may be able is employed in practice, the more pleasure as well
and Symphony Orchestra, do you
Well, it is a pity you
to teach with authority.
He must have a clear under- profit. Old habits can be broken by putting new and
the
whole
mind
live two hundred miles from anywhere.
standing of all the steps necessary to be taken in giving better ones in their place, provided
That is one of
will of the pupil can be concentrated on the endeavor.
the serious deprivations of a small town far inland, that
a complete knowledge of his subject.
Hence, the
Difficulties, if not overwhelming, are many times use- one is cutoff from the symphony and the opera.
“natural musician, “ who knows music intuitively, is
Piano
Give the recitals and concerts by small companies you
never a good teacher, for he has not been over the hard ful to awaken effort and stimulate interest.
can have
road of the average pupil, and how can he teach what he pupil the idea that the work and its results are his own, but not symphony. It is a pity, as I said, because, do
does not know how he learned ? The teacher must have a and that success is measured by the amount of thought what I will, I can give you very little idea of it. I never
good working knowledge of the “ Science of Teaching.” and interest, determined effort and enthusiasm he puts was more impressed with the impossibility of really conHe must be able to give the pupil a clear conception and into it. Teach the pupil to be self-critical of his own veying any adequate idea of a musical performance in
high ideal of each subject taught but to do this it is work, to clearly understand how and what he should do, words than now, when I want to give you my impressions
rou
n n w it if
n/ino nrwi'cmt \r ulthnnirn nor.
necessary that he shall have a distinct and artistic con- q n n
of the Beethoven Fifth Symphony as' given by the Boshaps, slowly.
ception in his own mind.
ton Orchestra, under Gericke.
You remember how
Strive for accuracy rather than velocity.
Make it Thomas gave it at the Cincinnati May Festival
To these acquired abilities of the successful teacher
of 1880
we must add Father Wieck’s “Three Trifles,” “the clear to the pupil that accuracy and precision, certainty for we were there together. You were thoroughly
preand sure control, are never to be sacrificed for rapidity. pared to take it in, too, for we
finest taste, the deepest feeling and the most
had worked it over and
delicate
ear.” lo these should be added aptness to teach, un- With these velocity will surely follow. Or, with accuracy, over, four hands, when you were studying
it with me, for
rapidity will take care of itself.
flinching energy and boundless enthusiasm.
form and thematic treatment.
Well, you remember what
Accuracy assures rapid advancement, while premature a glorious performance
Music teachers must be priests of their art and not
that was, with a hundred and
trucklers for money.
It is sacrilege of the sacred art to velocity as certainly brings failure. Cultivate confidence fifty-six men in the orchestra
every one of them a masby overcoming difficulties. Let it be confidence based ter. You know
use it as “a pot boiler.”
how that first motive was given out. I
on work well and accurately done. It requires tact as have heard
In the science of teaching it is essential to teach
but
Thomas play it many limes, anil have heard
well as talent and
one thing
teacher.
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;
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,

at a time,

the

common

and the easy

before the

But when anything

sign.

before the difficult,
the thing before the
learned, teach its name and

uncommon,
is

education, to be a good teacher.
Direct your teaching and your pupil’s practice by the
Habit is a cable in which we are
a thread everyday, thus strengthening its hold
on us for either good or evil, just as we weave.
Impress on your pupil’s mind that playing slow will
leave no excuse for mistakes, but it takes a strong force
of will, and close application for slow practice. If you

it

sign.

Let each step come out of that which went before, and
lead up to the next.
Illustrate with familiar things, for
clearness and to
deepen the impression.
As soon as possible, let the pupil enjoy pleasure

I

fail

6

understand that you accept good recitations, but never
excuses
Chas. S. Landon.
-
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mere
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knowledge acquired, just as a living spring
is of greater
U
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V 8Sel
wa I er ‘ he latteris limited, exha
, s tibi
,r former
/
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haustible
the
limitless,

—

FILLMORE.
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inexhaustible
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Letter

III.
One is a possession the other, the everlasting
ability
to acquire possessions.
TO A STRANGE LADY WHO WROTE FOR
Hence, the superior object of
INFORMATION.
the right method of instruction is
to secure to the pupil
Dear Madam
h P ° We r t0 acql
The question you raise is one whiel
knowledge; the inferior obfect,
cannot hope to settle by any answer
t, „t
however
important, being to impart knowledge.
I can make. “ Ouc
d bef r a chorus e'g ht een or
In the acquirement of knowledge,
(
twenty you
the pupil is so faffie^oft
j -„
h r
directed and trained to the constant
nlIlng '
d direCt them with a bate
and vigorous use of at
”
aSblfc re c
his powers, that they may be
?
developed, strengthened
ell, I take it that
and made most efficient, thus accomplishing,
depends upon circumstances and
in the best mainly
a question of expediency.
manner, the higher as well as the
There is certainly
lower end of educand
1
for the oppTsitbUy,
are
are*meetine°f
meeting from your associate
l ru e t hat the r >ght
method of instruction secures
teachers in the schc
‘‘AM®
,
and from. the pupils as well.
h
best the inferior
as well as the superior
I do not see why it is
objects. .
m
re UI d ‘g n ed 0r unda<d
While being trained in the ability to
ylike for a lady to wieM a
?
acquire,
bati
he most in a quiet,
ff
5
rapidly and surely acquires,
effective way than to
direct a young ladi
obtaining the creates
chorus w.th a piano. It makes
amount of real knowledge in a given
her a little” protr
time while hL
b SUre ’ bu no one thinks
t
veloped and trained in the
”
less
of
a ladyan*
best manner
F0 C° ming
ATrnHUf
truth of the greatest importance
f rWard aS the raost
to music teachers was
conspicuo.
?
Derson inth e
given when Horace Grant
said
‘

;
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“
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at Leipzig,

;

to interest a pupil, look for the fault in yourself

to

Suggest a hint of what you wish the pupil
to discover
and kuow, get him to think for himself,
but do not
00 man y chances for false impressions
or ideas.
rxr
With more advanced pupils, give as much
theory as is
illustrated in the piece studied;
but it is uselessto explain or teach what is not at once
used or practiced.
Worse than useless, for it is confusing, and
makes the
pupil dislike theory.
Dr. Lowell Mason, says, “The
ability to acquire knowledge is
more valuable than

Gewandhaus,

days when David was concertmeister. I thought
I had heard it done as well as it could be
done, and I
thought, too, I knew how it ought to be done.
Well I
can’t tell you how Gericke’s conception of it
differs
from Thomas’ and from Reineeke’s
I suppose if I
could, there would be no need of the art of music,
because all there is in music could be put into
words.
But it was a revelation to me. The very opening phrase
was a surprise. “Wliatl” said I to myself, “I
never
thought it that w ay; but that is exactly as it ought
to
be!
Queer, isn’t it? You know, when one has been
accustomed for twenty years to a particular reading, a
new one is apt to grate on one, even if it is really better.
But this was absolutely convincing and satisfactory from
the fi ret phrase to the last chords of the
symphony. I
wish I could tell you how that first phrase
was given
out with a rapid rush to th efermala, and
a long, drawnout note there not so much a pause or
a hold as a
dwelling on it in a way which, somehow,
seemed to make
it mean more than I ever
imagined, great as it always
seemed to me. Gericke made so much of that
long
note
And that phrase is, as you know, the key to the
whole movement. The whole performance, from
mng to end, gave me just that indefinable sensebeginof a
retmed, subtle, poetic feeling in the
conductor a feeling
which he got

and
and
profit from what he has learned.
Much harm is done by improve your methods. Do not allow pupils or their
keeping the young pupil too exclusively on
parents to think of music as a mere pastime, but teach
technics.
Ke member, what is learned intelligently, interestedly them to love and value it as an act that develops and
and pleasantly is learned easily and not forgotten.
cultivates the mind, refines and elevates the character,
as
Live the reasons, the “whys and wherefores”
well as furnishes a rare delight and pleasure.
of
things, going to the core of the matter
Severely condemn carelessness, for the pupil has
in hand, but do
no
this by skillful questions rather than
by direct telling or right to trifle with time and opportunity. Give the pupil

explaining.

also repeatedly in the old

in the

“ laws of habit.”
weaving

^

.

•

interpreted by his men as perfectly as
.Joachim or VVilhelmj can interpret
his own conceptions
*
with the violin.
It is a glorious orchestra.
The strings were finer than
1 ever heard before, the
wood-wind was perfect, and the
horns were actually more prominent
than anything else
in the brass section.
I never heard trumpets
and trombones kept so in the background.
It was
it

just right.

ought to be, and not otherwise.
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or the rest of the
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programme, which I send you,
to what I have said of the syraoverture, the Liszt Symphonic
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Les
Preludes and the Tristan and Isolde
were just
lmaS laa t>ye’ just as vitally poetic
in concep1 ln the realization
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“ Children ought
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tration of effort to single points
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““Ocess.
1 he
teacher s reputation denpnds or,
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quality of interest and enthusiasm
in work he
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Home influence must be made toCMget
AP"?
hek> and
not hinder, by seeing that the
pupil has regular and
broken practice
He must get the mother to “o“
with
and for him.
Therefore, give your best
endeavors to
teaching Arne to practice.
This is
necessary
One °f t;he first things to teach absolutely
a pupil is that iM«
easier to do the right kind
of work than to do the “
hit
or-m.ss style,” and also, that
correct practice brines
interest into the work, and so
makes practicing a eas
p
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In reply I will say
deviate somewhat from
consequently to delay its completion;
6 nanus er pt will
be
finished by June
[
ifwill
It will tB
then be
ready for sale by August lolh.
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loth.
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Geo. H. Howard.
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The Etude.]

[For

sacrifice

A FEW STRAY THOUGHTS.
F. R.

coupled with conscious maturity
the composition

HARMONY AND REFERENCE CHART.
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PUBLICATIONS.
By

teachers make a hobby of classical music, while
others go to the other extreme, and use nothing but
popular music (generally of the lightest kind), while still
others confine themselves almost entirely to exercises
and etudes.
course of study, to be as complete and
interesting as possible, should consist of a judicious selection. of technical exercises and studies, alternated
with pieces and classical selections, carefully avoiding
one extreme or the other. With the great wealth of
beautiful modern music to choose from, the teacher need
never be at a loss for selections, and at the same time can
easily avoid the trash flooding the market under the
guise of popular music.
I noticed a paper in The Etude some time ago from
a

A

prominent Western teacher, in which he said, in effect, that
on taking a new pupil, he was accustomed totellthepupil’s
parents that if he (the pupil) asked for a piece in a year,
he would be dismissed. I cannot help but feel sorry for
that pupil, as he pursues such a dry, uninteresting,
uninspiring course. Would I, then, give pieces to beginners? Certainly why not ? With the great abundance
of beautiful music written for little fingers by Schumann,
Gurlitt, Burgnniller, Belir, Steibelt and many others,
;

why may

not the pupil pause to gather the fragrant little
violets by the way, as he walks along the hard, dry, dusty
path?. I would keep bis technical exercises going all the
time, in connection with these little pieces, which certainly are as necessary to develop the child’s musical
tastes, feelings and perceptions as the others are to develop his executive ability, and the two should certainly
go along together side by side.
Pieces contain a great deal of valuable technical practice
even the lighter operatic selections, when well arranged have their value, as the slow movements and
attractive melodies develop taste and expression in playing, while tbe more brilliant passages present a great deal
of valuable technical work, in the way of arpeggios and
scale passages, introduced (sugar-coated, as it were) in
a tasty and attractive form.
“Much of the trouble that teachers find with music
that is fingered after a different mode than they are accustomed to use may be avoided by simply changing the
fingering with a lead pencil.”— The Etude.
Ihis is a good way; but is it not a better way to make
the pupil play it as it stands, and thus learn that mode
also? As long as the present abominable system of two
modes of fingering continues in vogue, pupils should learn
both, and then they will be prepared for either.
They
will not always have a teacher at hand, with his little lead
pencil, to change it for them.
Do not make the mistake of supposing that you are
taking lessons merely to learn to play a few pretty pieces.
Those dry, technical exercises are absolutely necessary
to strengthen and develop your fingers.
Your teacher
does not like to hear them any better than you like to
practise them, and he would not assign them to you if
he did not see the necessity for them. What you want
to study for is, to acquire a good technic
that is, the
mechanical ability to play well, for which purpose exercises, scales and studies are given you, to acquire musical. taste and knowledge
in short, to make an educated
musician of yourself as far as your time and means will
allow, at least
and in order to do this, the following of
a complete, well-rounded course of study, such as hinted
at in the beginning of this article, is necessary, and the
mere learning of a few trivial little pieces is but trifling
as compared with the real aim of your study.
Have confidence in your teacher. Follow his instructions implicitly.
If you don’t agree with him, nor like
his system, stop your lessons but so long as you study
under him, do him the justice to be guided by him.
.

reflective

the study of this valuable

signature.

self-teacher

We name

the triad on any degree of any scale called
for, and whether it is a minor, major, diminished or augmented triad, and what other keys it is in, and on what
degree of their scale it is formed.

its

category

come

we include

those teaching

will side

The

with us without reserve in this opinion.
is twofold
firstly, to render
work easier to the teacher, or
secondly, to ward off from it the menacing

editor’s object here

:

;

was wont to indicate the smallest details in
his works has left no occasion for anything beyond
a few supplementary hints, and has in this case allowed
all

us to limit ourselves to the suggestion of a fingering we
have tested by long experience. (Slars over the last
1 and 3 of the introduction, small

three quavers in bars

;

;

each chart,

is

may be had through The Etude

$1.50. and

disjunctions at the breathing pauses in bars 17, 21 and
elswhere, greater distinctness of grouping in the passages

bar 130, etc.)

The second point we have considered as of greater
importance, and consequently demanding treatment at
length.
Let us begin by substantiating our claim
to the right of doing so.
During the years 1844 to 1846,
while yet a lad, the editor enjoyed the inestimable
some

privilege of hearing Mendelssohn perform frequently
New York City.
in private circles both on the piano-forte and
on the
LOVE’S NIGHT WATCH.” Song by D. S. Bi.anorgan, besides being present at the rehearsals of the
pied.
2. PLAYFULNESS.
For piano, by D. S.
Blanpied, Op. 1, No. 1. 3. MINUET. D. S. Blan- Gewandhaus Concerts, at that time under his direction.

or the author, 412 Fourth Avenue,
1.

“

pied. Op.

2,

No.

2.

TRANSCRIPTION OF

4.

MEYER HELMUND’S “MAIDEN’S SONG,”
David Roberts.

No.

J.

He was, moreover, admitted to the honor of a personal
lesson of several hours, given with the greatest patience
by the composer, on his Op. 14 and 22 Capriccio in

E.

by

M. Russell, Boston, Mass.

minor, with Orchestra), which, notwithstanding the great

and a graceful

which prevails throughout..
will find listeners

to

G

(or

— key,

A) above

the

F

variety in their invention, bear so close an affinity to one
It is easy to conceive that— the influence of

Well performed, the song

major.

Compass F,

1st

another.

space

the master's personal fascination coming to the
help of
s relative immaturity
the impressions then
received should never have lost their hold in after life,

staff.

Nos. 2, 3 and 4 are short three page pieces, and not
difficult.
No. 2, Presto, in A minor, J measure, has a
dual rhythm in its leading subject, hence, is a good study
in negative accents. Its agitated rhythm and the sus
tained character of its middle subject (in A major) make
the title of this piece seem somewhat inappropriate.
No. 3 has a broad, vigorous, chief subject, and is in
good form. Nos. 2 and 3 are lingered and have the
phrasing fairly well indicated, and will be found useful
teaching pieces.
In No. 4, Helmund’s piquant melody loses nothing by
its transfer to the piano, where it becomes a good
piece
for the drawing-room.
The addition of a careful fingering and more judicious phrasing would have made it

more positively

—

the pupil

the most lively in his recollection being such negative
precepts as preclude all misunderstanding, and prove

most conductive

way of

ing the

always
that

left to

to the disciple’s

all

advancement by

obstacles to comprehension,

the development of the inner

comprehension complete.

the most important

among

It

Before we communicate
however, it will be

these,

has passed through a similar peril already once be-

having “gone” quite “ out of fashion ” atone time
Germany, i. e., in Germany’s musical metropolis,
Vienna. (The new German empire has none.) The

fore.
in

CAPRICCIOSO.

Schumann-mania had completely taken the place of
the Pelix-rage from 1860 to 1870, as the latter
had
reigned supreme during the ten preceding years, till local
patriotism thought fit to place Schubert on the throne,

BY HANS VON BULOW.

PREFACE AND NOTES.

as

Very few

Beethoven

inquire.
as

’ ’

;

;

e.

Hummel

s

to befall

—

programme a fate
the favorites of a former

teaching

generation

being
render

necessary for us to explain what we mean, when we say
Mendelssohn’s music is in danger of becoming
old fashioned.

MENDELSSOHN’S RONDO

gradually beginning

clear-

it

man to

that

useful for teachers.

—

valuable contributions which we
are obliged to lay over till next issue, which we will

B

(

a song for high voice, with a pleasing melody
arpeggiate accompaniment a la guitar,

1 is

piano-forte pieces belonging to the “ stilo
have been able, after a lapse of more than half
a century, to keep so much of their bloom and freshness,
The New York Philharmonic Club, consisting of to escape becoming “old fashioned ” so successfully, as
Messrs. Richard Arnold, violin
Friedhold Hemmann, Mendelssohn’s Rondo capriccioso (written
1824). If,
viola; Emil Schenck, violoncello Eugene Weiner, flute
“
Ludwig Schenck, violin; and August Kalkhof, double indeed, we except Weber’s Invitations” whose charm
bass, have been industriously concertizing East.
They and originality it shares, while it reveals a far greaterhave lately added to their “ Repertoire ” a composition nay, an absolute— mastery over form, style and handling
by R. Goldbeck, “Andante and Scherzo,” which has of the instrument, there is no other
piece that can come
proved one of. their most successful numbers. The Club
up to it for universal popularity, or which has in like manwill soon begin an extensive concert tour on the continent of Europe, and in connection with it will offer two ner become the common property of the educated
prizes for two compositions adapted to the particular dilettante world.
There is hardly a teacher who would
combination of instruments of the Society.
venture to pass it over in his

many

14 as a bugbear,

owing to the more or less aggravating tortures inflicted
upon them by their pupils’ bungling performance of it,

after- classics

diminished sevenths, minor and major seventh chords,
all diminished and augmented fifth chords, all chords of
the major and minor ninth, and resolution of every dissonant chord.
Also the relative minor of every major key, the relation
of one key to another how to make the proper progressions in harmony how to modulate from any one key to
another.
It is of value in computing intervals, and as a means
of reference in harmonizing melodies, etc. For, by having all the chords and their relations to each otlfer constantly before the eye, the mind, through the eye, becomes, quickly familiar with all chords and their various
uses, inversions, etc.
The price of the chart with a book which accompanies

galante

are

which
“ victims ,” who have

Mendelssohn’s Op.

to regard

II

— for how long,

;

—There

forming the

With respect to the first of these aims, the care and
nicety with which the most conscientious among the

tonic, dominant, sub-dominant and enharmonic
chords in every key, major or minor, all dominant and

;

;

utility in

musicians, indeed, in

danger of premature antiquation.

The

,

—

All

The. design of this chart is somewhat similar to the
globe in our common school for the study of geography.
It is a square chart, about 20 inches, with a revolving
circular diagram, and by ingenious arrangement of
colors and holes the whole system of harmony is presented to the eye. The notes composing each major and
minor scale, giving to each its proper name, and the number of flats or sharps required for the signature of any
given key and what notes of the scale are affected by that

:

—

so great,

that they
respect.

Some

is

the intrinsic value of

musician’s taste as well as his execution so incontestable,
amply justify our conservative wishes in this

G.

I.

Withers.

WEBB.

;

Dussek’s “ Consolation ” and even
Pella cup r icci oso..
The “ Rondo capric-

g.,

’

cioso” dates from a period of the author’s youth when,
have ready before the Indianapolis meeting.
The characteristically enough for his individuality and its
August issue will contain a full report of the meeting.
regressive development, genuine productiveness was

J

I

j

This fact, however, has

proves, what

its

it

matters not here to

intrinsic significance,

would be easy to corroborate by
further evidence, that the audience had been led
away
and estranged from Mendelssohn’s muse by the
it

it

romanticising influence of Schumann's, in which
proby the way, Chopin— and not the best part of him

cess,

had no small

either

simple enough.
erably

is

share-

The process

itself

was

Any one who plays Schumann tolMendelssohn intolerably things

sure to play

;

reversed bear a slightly better aspect.
belongs to the “ sentimental ,” Mendelssohn to
the
“naif” school 1 an icsthetician might carry out the

Schumann

1
II may be well to explain the meaning of
these expressions to
the English reader, to whom they may not be as
familiar as they are
to the German ear. They were first used by
Schiller in his famous
'Essay on sentimental and tw if poetry,” the former as
designating
the subjective, conscious character of most
modern, the latter as
illustrating the objective, spontaneous nature
of the ancient and of
some of the modern poets.
(N o t T 1

;

—

;

”

”
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m

e

prove
will the study of it
fertile in results
as regards touch
“T®
finement of shading, both
“
that any
Although it be unlikely
ment.
cum grano
so peifeet as to
of producing a gem
Even Schiller again arise capable
own render
tality cannot exactly be deemed a vice.
Author’s
the
as
the grace, ease and refinement
ol
himself recognizes it as a peculiar attribute
“ FrMingslied” without words
close Tug of the hackneyed
a m
Roman, as opposed to the Greek poets; still a too
nevertheless always lead
“ sentimental ” school is the study of it will
intercourse with masters of the
than bungling perform
music-making
”
of
“
sort
musical
those of the
apt not only to blunt the comprehension of
tend to encourage morb.d
The ances of Schumann, which
opposite school, but even to make them distasteful.
brooding and sentimentality.
whole range of sentimental feelings which are awakened
so-called
and fostered by a dreamy enthusiasm for the
SPECIAL NOTES.
,” when applied to the performance of

”

1

” and “ Hellenism
contrast in them of “ Nazarenism
it be
from different points of view still further, provided
sentimen“
salis.” Now in poetry, it is true,

“ sentimentalists
works belonging

to the

“ naif” school,

more

P*™

give a shallow,

I.

J

The movement ought, on
pression than to the tempo.
kept up as equally as possible, and
the contrary, to be
accelerando have taken place in the fire of the
during bars 75, 76.

Bar
uted

m

Schumann

Mendelssohn’s

To

play

Mozart

out.

Mendelssohn properly one ought to play,
before.

107.

express,

What is

what

are

/

3

4

2

1

2

=

N

1

.'

9.

m3

A

nz=t=*

/

"

meaning of “ espressivo ? With
But what is it that we are to
make others feel? The characwhich the ascending and descending
the

we

teristic relationship

value.

ta> poco maestoso

e

mar cat o

to

£

their sympathetic or antiintervals bear to each other,
Here it is especially dynamic
concordance.

%

pathetic

most serviceable.

shading which is
finds himself at a loss

to

Where

decide what use he

the player
is

to

make

repeatedly to himself aloud
of it, let him sing the passage
raises and
and with a strong emphasis, noting where he
The natural “ espressivo,” in this
lowers his voice.
swell and the fallto allow the rising notes to

end of case, is
The temptation to slacken pace at the
In many cases this natural procraving ing notes to subside.
must be strenuously resisted, and any
therefore unartistic; it is
may be satisfied with advantage by a ceeding would be in bad taste,
contrary, particularly
often necessary to do exactly the
calculated diminuendo.

Bar

say

tendency toward a “senti-

First, all

*

expression, with feeling.

its essential

its

are forced

j

The ritardando marked here must be distriband with the
usual in homoeopathic doses
to it.
A
accuracy over the space allotted
notes of the
begins, of course, with the first

83.

tempo
motive before the end of the bar.

—

into

Moderato.

as

nicest

—

music, while

Cornelius Gurlitt.
Op. 101-

should an
for drawing in may be found
action, every opportunity

Bar

erroneously
Bar 1. The legato- staccato (sometimes
accompaniment should, in all
called portamento) of the
the
may, nay sometimes must be played— if
floating course
even,
its
pursue
parts,
caprice the lower
the word style may be used where personal
and the 3d bar, in order that
last three quavers of this
2
a caricature is produced, which is
reigns uncontrolled
part may be played with
the melody-notes in the upper
an
of
even
allow
the more revolting, as it does not
perfect ease.
motive
approximate perception of those qualities which form
Bar 4. The second note (e) of the melodic
purity of
the composer's chief characteristic beauty and
below (6),
be tied to the following fourth
forced need not strictly
form. Heterogeneous elements are thus indeed
any perceptible part of
it ought not to lose
qualities nevertheless

(TURKISCHER MARSCH.)

Bar

THE ANDANTE.

renderinsipid, jejune, insignificant, in short, unbearable,
By playing Mendelssohn in the same style as
ing.

TURKISH MARCH.

sound, it is the latter which must
patible with power of
way rather than the former.
tranquillo refers rather to the ex76. The word

give

11.

this bar

mental” reading, even in certain melodic passages,
peculiar to him and of frequent occurrence in his works,
which may give rise to temptation, should be abandoned.

for a ritardando
well-

Beethoven and Wagner.
Bar 14. Here a slight ritardando is admissible, espe- in performing music by
Bar 109. In order to give greater emphasis to the pp
crotchet, in order that the ornaments
in cially on the last
Let such passages be performed strictly and simply
monotony, we have here intromay be gracefully rendered, and it may be made plausi- in bar 111 and to relieve
be
certainly
will
and
they
touch,
even
full,
time, with a
preceding duced a mf.
ble by a very slight acceleration in the two
found to have more charm and more distinction played
lyrical motive here admits of a more
The
114.
Bar
rubato. bars.
in this way than in an agitated, passionate
bar 40, but only to a very
Bars 18 and 19 admit of no gradual ritardando on ac- “ feminine ” rendering than in
Mendelssohn insisted, above all things, upon a rigid
way will be to keep up the
count of the increased volume of sound, although the posi- slight degree. The better
observance of time. Every ritardando that was not spealteration till bar 128.
in which they stand presents sufficient analogy to “tranquillo'’ (bar 76) without
tion
enhe
cially indicated he forbade categorically, while
they are, however, quite compatible
Bar 122. This “piano” is meant to be sudden, and
that of bar 14
joined reducing those which are marked to the narrowest
slight, even ritenuto.
ought not to be prepared by a “ diminuendo.”
He held besides all arbitrary Arpeggios with a very
possible limits.
Bars 130 and 131 (also 134, 135 and later similar bars).
Bar 22. Melody: mezzopiano accompaniment,
in especial abhorrence. (It was never his custom to write
The follow- Rather “ ben articolato ” than legato ; i. e., to be played
especially in the right hand,—pianissimo.
chords which cannot be played without interruption d la
to with especial independence of each single finger.
ought
not
ritardando
the
time
in
bars
strictly
ing
;
Schumann, or when he did, it was because he intended
extend further than the second half of the last bar. The
Bar 140. Here we have added one note at the top of
them to be struck in succession, as in the introduction to
harmonic
same exactly applies to the introduction in Op. 22.
the chord in the left hand, for euphonic and
Op. 22.) There is not one Arpeggio throughout Op. 14,
For many hands no interruption will be rereasons.
is
which
it
in
notwithstanding the “brilliant” style
“ strappato, that
II. THE PRESTO.
quired, besides the chord may be
He only prescribed the use of the pedal where
written.
“
sforzato.
compatible with the prescribed
certain acoustic effects were required, and his indications
Bar 1. The performer should here bear in mind the being quite
in
Bar 149. It is always advisable not to be too lavish
in all his works show with what refined forethought he elementary rule that in every group of notes united by
thumb in chromatic passages when played
intended it to be employed. He protested also against a slur, whether it consists of 2 or of 24 notes, the first the use of the
nervous restlessness and the habit of dashing and hasten- should be marked by a slight accent and the last undergo rapidly and delicately.
"
ritehere means poco
Bar 151. “ Poco ritardando
ing through his pieces, into which some players had an equally slight diminution of time- value, in order to
author
not hesitating movement. The
fallen, imagining this summary proceeding of accelera- separate it more clearly from the note which follows. nuto : moderate,
“ ritardandos” whatever in his
tion to be the surest means of escaping the reproach of The two semiquavers of the motive being closely bound used not to make any
the
Yet we must not omit either to to the next quaver, the first of the following bar, this “Songs without Words,” and the gracefulness of
“ sentimentality .”
mention emphatically that his most frequent exclama- quaver must show no connection with the one which fol- effect was only enhanced thereby.
“ Go on, don’t flag, be
Bar 163. The neutral nature of the chromatic scales
tions during the lesson were
lows it. This rule is mostly lost sight of by the average
to be bearbright! ” (“Nurflott, frisch, vorwarts! ”) and that most player by the third bar and in both hands, and is gener- calls for dynamic shading at the very least,
able.
We therefore suggest that in the present case
orchestra directors in our day take the tempi of his works ally still more flagrantly transgressed in bars 37 to 39.
The right tradition for the
Contrary to what we have
a good deal too slow.
N.B. Our remark on bar 4 of the introduction only they should begin piano.
and mid
it is well to use the thumb
advanced (bar
tempi of the Scotch Symphony, since David’s death at
;

:

:

149),

confirms an apparent exception to this general rule, for

found in Vienna alone, whither it there the slur is used in the sense of a change of bow on die finger as often as possible in chromatic passages
is to be
was brought by Carl Eckert, Mendelssohn’s pupil, the violin.
played forte or crescendo.
now also deceased. In North Germany it is almost
Bar 186 to 188. We can guarantee the authenticity of
Bar 10. The reason for adding a crescendo here is, that
ending in “piano” which we
always played too slowly and heavily. This edition the following diminuendo (bars 12 and 13), leading back the small “ crescendos
metronomical
time
indications,
first
the
for
contains
to an unrevoked “pp,” would otherwise have no mean, have here inserted.
which we have given to the best of our recollection. ing.
Bar 191 etc. At this point the performer will do
The tempo marked for the introduction may perhaps
well to bear in mind the “ Midsummer Night’s Dream,
Bar 40. The
Leipzig,

seem unusually quick,

minimum

of speed.

yet

We

we have

would

given quite

finally add, that

the

Men-

second motive should be played with fire
passages in
and animation and without the slightest slackening of as well as a great many other similar elf like
speed, in spite of the lyrical character which predominates in it. The distinction between the masculine and

delssohn’s injunctions as to strict time-keeping by
no means excluded a certain flexibility and elasticity in feminine principle, which
only it had to be limited to the smallest
the tempo
place, does

in

many

instances would be in

not happen to suit this one, and,

possible measure, for instance, at the end of bar 14 of the

introduction.

tained in

The more

all their

rigidly the outlines are main-

purity in

Mendelssohn’s

music, the

if

applied

;

“
fore Called Nazarenes” in contradistinction to those of Cornelius*
(N. o. t. T.)
school, to whom the term “ Greeks ” was applied.
2 There are, of course, exceptions, e. g.
y
Concerto, without doubt his best work.

Schumann’s Piano-forte

nay, genius

Scherzi,

and his

Bar

— not only in conjuring up, but in dismissing,

201. If a certain

amount of “hammering’

bar
the player should begin again mczzoforte and, from

56.

nevertheless by no

lar brio,

and

if

rapidity of

movement In found incom-

n.

v.

Bibow.

movement

of

is in

Beethovens

Common
9 th

<

1>)

What

>as the march m the
even such as appear externally to he otherwise
two rhythmical dm. i
to the eye. there being really but
portion o, t e marc
4-bar sentences (or periods), which, in the first

time;

Symphony) are only so

,

of little
to the bar. This one is made up
alternately into the tonic and dominant.

be

However easy this figure may be for the hand, 204 onwards, proceed gradually to a climax, distinguishmeans superfluous that it should ing the last and first quaver in each bar from the rest, as
be practised slowly and forte, in order to insure its being marking the ground-harmonies, by a strong accent. By
loss
played pp with perfect clearness.
this means the end may possibly keep its crown, the
Bar 65. The “ stretta ” should be played with particu- of which is a danger it not nnfrequently runs.

Bar

it is

This like most marches,
last

a delightful fairy world.

would lead precisely to the fault pointed out by th e unavoidable here,
editorin his preface, namely, that of laying the burden of it may still be done in a more civilized way than is usually
stroke,
the performer’s own sentimentality upon the shoulders of the case. We therefore suggest that, after the first

here,

«.a'

characteristic skill

where the parting tumult commences,

the composer.
1 When a romantic school of painting arose under Overbeck, there
already existed one of poetry its followers showed a marked, nay
almost exclusive preference for evangelical subjects, and were there-

Mendelssohn’s

note, and

which chord mark

the modulation.'

1

Copyrighted 1887 by Theo. Presser.
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RONDO CAPRICCIOSO.
New

Edition with preface and notes by Dr.
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THE ETUDE
STUDYING MUSIC IN ITALY.

[For The Etude.]

Miss Eva F.

CLASSICAL MUSIC FROM A

young

BY

J.

L.

M.

S.

of classical music
one phase of the subject
the excellent articles
not seen mentioned in
thatinav
t Jt I have
anneare d in The Etude. It is this:

Thpbe

ig

•

;

_

°tirflTv to
naturally

do about

P°P" 1 a

itj

the

we to
and teach them the
despair
P

best music.

^ive up

in

Now. what

are

oftentilnes their

out ”?

’

’

U wa£

or*

‘

fight

ft

PB
m

;

American
and Italian laborers.
are gentlemen,
If our young countrymen, who

Of

course, the latter
and in behalf of teachers who are
Fs^the only true way,
prejudices or perverted tastes, I
'dll struggling with
suggestions
few
a
offer
to
like
would
t

American

“My

1

prejudiced against classical
u WhY^are our pupils so
I don t
pupils say to me:
T have often had
mU
We may
I hate it.”
take any classical music
?to
to tak
want
y
about it it is a fact that we must
about
,
laugh
pu pil doe s not take kindly or
C

Maine.
has repeatedly counseled her E. M. C. Seminary, Bucksport,
lor
Pike , Musical Director.
friends against going to Italy
with reinforcemusical study unless they are supplied
advice
her
emphasizes
She
friends.
and
ments of money
Express, and notes
in a recent letter to the Mail and
which lie in the
particularly those aspects of the risk
remarks apply in
way of young girls. These cautionary
Germany.
in
study
many respects to
lottery of very
a
best,
the
at
is,
The Italian career
Sparrows Twitter, Otto,
Polly- Wog,” Hiller:
singers have
doubtful management. Some of our young
Hodges.
Italian ground Serenade, “Sweetly dream,’
been lucky, yet none so fortunate, on
their
of
hear
to
glad
been
not
proper, that I have
OberUn, Ohio. Gradual
overcrowded for the Oberlin Conservatory of Music,
forsaking soil so overworked and
ing Class of loo !
of English opera under
“ fresh fields and pastures new
^Aria,
establishment
Merkel
the
in
rejoice
movement,
American auspices. I also
Organ Sonata, Op. 178, first
acting, even though
of American schools of singing and
Loreley, Liszt ; Fli 0 S<
first, as our great
Schumann Trio,
up.
they must employ foreign teachers at
Qp
?
Novelette
’
rom
r ,
A
with 1 rencli Chopin
silk manufacturers had to start

Grace Greenwood

TEACHER’S STANDPOINT.

12

CONCERT PROGRAMMES.

;

•

,

c ,
find

difficult and disagreetheir operatic apprenticeship here
the rude privations
19, No. 2,
able, if it is hard for them to bear
ot
Brehms^ Piano
contend with the envy and jealousy
Duet, “ The Gypsies,”
pupils at first, and if we ask of the life, and to
younger
the
diabolical cunning Wieniawski
take
the
us
with
Let
and Polonaise in Lfe, Chopin.
give them, their Italian associates, and
Solo, Andante Spianato
dislike many of the pieces we
to
have
they
men
they
the
why
of
them
too and desperate rascality of many
answer that they are either
countrywomen, refined, deli4
they wilf probably
In regard to this deal with-for our young
Vermont Meth. Seminary Montpelier,
a.
ways that are dar
Flnw” or have no “tune” to them.
inexperienced in
Director, and Miss Mary
their introduction cate, ingenuous,
S. Blanpied, Musical
is best to select for
impossible. It
latter objection, it
that are vain,” it is well-nigh
Phinney.
as have a decided melody, and tricks
works
such
is
a
masters
boards
Italian
the
on
to thegreat
the rest the practical knowledge gained
hands, Haydn (a)
four
tor
play this melody over apart from
paid
No.
22,
be
Minor,
them
to
have
usually
onrl
to
Svmnhonv G.
price has
a
them the different phrases great advantage, a great
may cost
ofthe pTece pointing out to
The best managed, most successful d^but
attention to the different keys in it.
fair,
and periods, and calling
more than money. If the debutante be
or to the various modifica- infinitely
may
whicF, perhaps, it is written,
and not strong against temptation, it
time to time in it. Then it is a unprotected,
and
from
beautiful
occur
most
which
tions
all that makes womanhood
thinking about the meaning of cost
pure-hearted
o-ood idea to set them to
if she be high-minded and
I find this one of honorable
to them.
forced association with bad
the piece— how it appeals
pupils most humiliating will be a
Minor, Op. 81, Chopin.
all, as very few of my
he most difficult things of
women, for the shameless immorality ot Dudley Buck; Scherzo, B Flat
developed to any con- men and worse
imagination
the sad
of
faculty
indescribable,
have the
the Italian stage is something
J. B. Hahn, Director.
They can tell whether a piece sounds
depends more on
siderable extent.
Detroit Conservatory of Music.
truth is that success thereon often
it pretty or not, but
Jacobs.
think
Kate
they
and
whether
Miss
cantatnce,
slow,
Pupils
the
of
best fast or
courtesan than the art of
their feelings, they are arts of the
adjunct
when it comes to its effect upon
music is often degraded into a mere
Moscheles Andantejand
this is, that we do not that divine
Op,45
Major,
of
reason
F
in
one
Concerto
I
think
at a loss.
life of vice.
In Thy Dreams,
Song,
Rosenhain
their own emotions. of a triumphant
analyze
J.
to
unis
enough
known
Op.
39,
Rondo,
pupils
train our
This condition of things becoming
Minor, Op. 3 3 fo r Biano
teachers should express themselves
that there are fewer Dudley Buck Trio in C Sharp
I do not mean that the
doubtedly the explanation of the fact
Wiegenhed in E tlat,
words, but should lead them to
ten years Violin and Cello. Kiel; (a)
to their pupils in those
No. I,
aspirants here than there were five or
in F Major, Op. 61,
pain, of disappoint- operatic
Novelette
of
pleasure,
of
the
of
geese
frdassohn(6)
feelings
the
notice their
The Italians are fast killing off
“ The Siesta,” Godard; Introduction
realize the kinship ago
In this way they will come to
ment.
The bad reputation which certain Schumann Song,
on
Orchestral Accompaniment
by music. And golden- egg variety.
between these emotions and those excited
have acquired for unfair ^ eal ‘?gs and Rondo, Op. 117,
pleasurable so maestri and maestre
the
Hummel.
pupils,
high
younger
Piano,
certain
the
them
Second
iust because, to
in establishing for
just because with Americans,
misleading them in regard to
much exceed the unpleasurable emotions,
disappointments rates of payment and by
Georgia. A. Bidez, Musical
their
Rome,
and
College,
sorrows
ever-increasing
real
and
Shorter
life has so few
more than all, the awful
Director.
the sunlight of debuts, and,
rapacity and rascality of agents
and pains are so quickly dispelled by
mournful, reflective insolence, mendacity,
against this great
hopeffor these reasons, music that is
two Pianos and Organ,
and managers are certainly telling
‘he
stupid
Overture, “ The Lost City,”
voted
D. Parker,
or of a sentimental character is
t
musical school and mart.
r
livelier a
Polonaise, Op. 2, Piano Solo, J. C.
a
of
Bidez
strains
I
A.
to
fortunate,
instinctively
,
most
few
Capr and they turn
In spite of the success of the
Alto Solo, G Stigelli Rondo a
let the children
sisters at home, Brightest Eyes,
tear.
more cheering nature. And why not
would earnestly say to their musical
n
Beethoven; Heaven hath shed a
ladder s
Van
a
L.
of
and
cio,
as
hue
influence,
§
brighter
you have strong
play music of a
La Fll « us ®’ U’fr
the don't, dear girls— unless
through
F. Kuecken
Solo,
dream
Soprano
to
them
much
for
as
well
Haen ;
It will be time enough
voices, much money as
Lyre, Soprano Solo, G. h.
Pathetique when well as strong
whose path Raff; 0 had I Jubal’s
Moonlight Sonata or to weep over the
Song A.
beauty-come to Italy to enter on a career
Quartette, A, Wanderer s Night
Vocal
del
least
at
until
stranger,
The
6
Nessler C, Rapple-te-rouch,
Happy for for the young and inexperienced
reached is Lenz B, Waltz, A.
'^Then there 'are the middle-grade pupils.
comparatively safe station of celebrity is
Triumphal March, two Pianos and
take and carefullly the
while the few Rome Dilettanti
the teachers if they will cheerfully
Chorus, H.
At set with pitfalls and beset by footpads,
Bidez; Ever Joyous, Two part
give them.
slimy with impurity. Organ, A.
work out the selections you think best to
it are too often
different com- roses strewn along
in
pupils
Little.
the
larger,
interest
the
this time, if you can,
come to Italy, where, except in
selections from each. No, don’t
cosmopolitan towns, the
posers and give them one or two
A. Stankowitch, Philadelphia.
orderly, enlightened and
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showing the relations more
an
people are, by their prejudices
Serenade, D,
and word painters coarse common
once
Senate, Op. 90, E minor, Beethoven
fast making of the opera, that
Silas; Fe >™icht, E,
pupils at this riotous propensities,
cultured and the great, Haberbier; Gavotte, E minor,
Those teachers who are successful with
noble and popular pleasure of the
themselves
Impromptu, A flat. Etude
consider
may
vulgar
Galatea, F sharp, Jensen;
a bull fight, more
period of their musical life
an amusement more brutal than
Tide, Remhold
Spring
Chopin:
minor,
pr0V
10, C
,,
worthy of the name.
bear baiting— where, m some ,
R®®®’ Op
Rhyme,
the older ones, and cruel than
Maiden’s Song, Old German Love
unfriendly to Americans, Becker
There is still another class of pupils,
Chanson
Stankowitch)
whom one o the boasted climate is singularly
where, in your very Meyer- HjMuund (Miss Emily
whose tastes are already formed, and by
being most trying and treacherous
Tschaikowsky Bal 'ade, B
it is good^usic,
happen in a town historic, Triste, C minor, Scherzo, F,
another style of music is appreciated. If
F flat,
first venture, you may
delude,
ne
them
Remhold
before
open
A,
Walzer,
things
flat, Neupert;
then it is the teacher’s pleasure to
pretentious enough, but in which
Menuett,
interpretation. picturesque and
decencies Chopin; Elves at Play, E minor, Hey man
treasures and to assist them in their proper
us as the common comforts and
Schumann.
be one of two counted'among
the stranger at any price, Popper Carnaval, Op. 9,
If it is not good music, it will probably

*Try also to interest them in poetry,
which exist between the great tone

;

;

;

;

'

:

;

of life are not to be had by
and danger may bring
kinds— the mild, sentimental, Moonlight-on-the-Hudson
and where unavoidable privation
and marches, i
style, or lively, dashing galops, polkas
which, for a weary time may make
bluster than on a serious illness
which there is more sound than sense, more
of years. I speak here from
vain the study and the hopes
dear to me.
music.
i
n sad knowledge— the experience of one very
in
succeed,
can
she
study, unless under
If the teacher is wise and wary,
Don’t come to Milan, even for
pupils in le
protection and
most cases, in interesting the first class of
conditions of maternal or paternal
“ Lieder ohne Worte,” in the Sonatas of Beethoven, or happy
pecuniary ease.
of
composers.
modern
some good Idylles or Reveries by
pleasTo the latter class, Liszt will probably be the most
will stare at a
you can inTeach your Children Music.— You
ing, together with Chopin, Schubert and, if
appears even a mad one,
strange notion of mine if it
terest them in harmony, Bach.
endeavors
tie do not wonder. Had I children, my utmost
change
to
It seems to me a mistake to attempt
Considering I have
musicians.
them
menmake
have
to
I
be
that
should
natural inclination of this older class
preference seems
fine in no ear nor even thought of music, the
tioned, but rather develop their powers in the
recollection.
tnis odd. and yet it is embraced on frequent
io
successful,
which you feel they will be most
happy, I
dispo- In short, as my aim would be to make them
end, the teacher must carefully study the different
method. It is a resource
tha
think it the most probable
sitions of the pupils, and while aiming, to develop
lives, unless they grow deaf,
same broadness in musical culture as in any other line which will last them their
always
not on others
themselves,
their
of
upon
bent
depends
it
of study, not necessarily thwart the natural
and of all fashionamuses and soothes, if not consoles
minds.
It is capable of fame
able pleasures, is the cheapest.
is susceptible of enthusiasm
criticism—
of
danger
without
other
being priest-ridden ; and, unlike
Trifles make perfection, and perfection is no trifle. without
li. II alpolein heaven,
passions, is sure of being gratified
Michael Angelo.
.
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Augusta Female Seminary.
Part

First.

— Overture,

Rosamunde,

six

PiaDOS,

Ernani.involami Verdi;
Schubert; Vocal Solo, Ernani.
Vocal Solo,
Piano Solo, Spinning Song, Wagner- Liszt ;
First moveAh! Valse leggiera, from Faust, Gounod; Beethoven;
ment from first Symphony, six Pianos,
Giuramento,
Vocal Duet, Dolce eomforto, from II
Op. 3,
Mercadante; Piano Solo, Valse de Concert,
Eundice, from
Wieniawski; Vocal Solo, Che faro senza
Wedding March, Four Pianos, MendelsOrfeo, Gluck
from Lucia di
ana
and
Scene
Solo,
Vocal
sohn
Lammermoor, with flute obligato, Donizetti.
Overture, “The Huguenots,” six Pianos,
Part Second.
Cenerentola,
Meyerbeer; Vocal Solo, Rondo, from
six Pisnos,
Rossini; Andante from fifth Symphony,
ocal
Beethoven; Vocal Duet, Brindisi Waltz Muzio
Wives ot
Merry
Overture,
Solo. Green Shades, Franz;
Romanza
Solo,
Vocal
Windsor, Six Pianos, Nicolai
Russie,
de
Souvenir
espanola, Wallace; Piano Solo,
Vocal Solo, Scena e Cavatina from Attila,
Ravina
Rossini.
Verdi Overture, The Barber of Seville,
;

;

—

;
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America people

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

:

;

1

'

’

;

A

1

“North-Eastern” Conservatory by, evidently
an ignorant amateur) has already become one
of the
largest music schools in the world.
Over two thousand
pupils are said to have attended last year.
The standard
as

The German is for Germany, and Germany
only.
Frenchmen and Englishmen, likewise, for their
respective countries.
Let Americans be exponents of
combined ideas of authorities who truly represent the
art in all parts of the world, always, however, with
loyalty to American supremacy consistent with the dignity of the art.
If the American looks no farther than
his patriotism, then it is patriotism, not art.
Art is uni-

MUSIC ARISTOCRATIC?

IS

Chopin’s frequently quoted remark to the effect
music is essentially an aristocratic art, which is

In

this

circumstances led Schumann to become
What is said of his writings on mu-

2.

VI-— 1. Who wrote

the opera
said of Liszt as a pianist?

“ Faust ”

2.

What

is

What is the character of Schumann’s com2. What can you say of the last
years of his

I-

positions ?
life ?

WfIL— 1. To what nation does Rossini belong?
In what department of music did he write ?
IX. Give a full account of Beethoven.

2.

—

X.

— Who

wrote the following compositions?
Trovatore,” “Fidelio,” “Oratorio of Elijah,”
bille du Regiment,” “Damnation of Faust.”

“II

“La

CLIMAXES.

replied, “Dat is alles recht
I speaks good, but mien
friend, the flute player, ach, my
I will of him tell you
a good witz (joke).
gentleman asked him
;

1

A
what dat
nice piece was we were playing, and he said,
‘Dat is
Schubert’s Not Ready Sinfonie.' You know what
he
means ? W by, he means the B minor Sinfonie, you know
Schubert s unfurnished (unfinished) Sin’

fonie”^

Ach, Gott, mam’selle

1”

as a fan debutante executed

exclaimed the old professor,

some extraordinary passage

on the piano, “you shouldt be merciful and neferblayde
instrumend oxcebt you bin alone.”
“I never do except I am, or desire to be,” she re-

the principal

torted, hurling a double handful of
notes from the lower
It is singular that musical crazes
should arise in register into space.
America which place the lowest order of
music beside
as the other
6
KC at craze for ba »j° music is a case
I herefore it is safe to state, that,
During a concert down South, a few evenings
while class lessons are in
ago, a
n point.
nnfm
ft
l
Only a short time ago, this
about four tunes as cheap as private lessons
barbaric in- portion of the ceiling fell while the pianist was performfrom the strument was found in
fashionable drawing-rooms ing the “March” from “
same instructor, the mass of people are goinv
Tannhauser. ” He literally
to be eduwhere one might expect to hear the music
cated in music.
brought down the house.”
of Beethoven
This being the fact, many
pupils in or of Mozart rather than
the tonic and
moderate circumstances

^

‘

i

‘

who begin

the study in this
class system
are going to be found possessing
qualifications superior to others of the wealthier
families, thus
grnng opportunities to the deserving ones in
the humbler
walks of life to distinguish themselves.
If the class
lessons could be lengthened so as to give
each pupil the
same time for personal supervision the
private lesson
consumes, then the full benefits of
reciting before
others would be received.
There is no doubt mind
versus mind sharpens and broadens the
intellect
It is a well-established fact
that institutions ’can accomplish more than individuals.
combination of
capital enables provision for much
better facilities than
can possibly be made by single individuals.
Music
schools afford free advantages in
proportion to their
magnitude. Lectures, concerts, recitals,
etc., form some
ot the strongest links in the chain
of Home Study Take
away from foreign institutions these features,

A

dominant

puenl.ties of the African instrument.
This craze having
passed away, a better instrument is
taking its place, the
Spanish

mandolin.
Since this is an improvement
at
least, we will not quarrel with
the change; but, if instruments of the string family (without
bow) i u *t be used
in the drawing room, why cannot
the pleasant old fashion
of the harp return? This instrument,
with the Erard
entS WOuld be at least an art
istic one
and a
!!X7nT
u
lady looks much
more graceful posed at a harp than
at
either banjo or mandolin.
If this is too much to
hope
lor, then let us at least
have the zither, the legitimate
descendant of the lute and theorbo,
of which poets have
sung innumerable
’

;

The

praises.

zither

is

ea^y to

X Philadelphia organist has been discharged for playmg, though very slowly and solemnly, a
march from an
.

opera bouffe.
—

Seventeen deacons recognized

mjX.

it

at

once.

’

hat S 16 difference between a piano and
“
a gun,
'l
p
Charley? asked
a young wife of her non-musical
band.
A gun kills the quickest, that’s all,” was husthe
staccato response.— Danville Breeze.
,

Y

Editor op The Etude

com

g °° d “ aD acc onfpaniment
to"’ Zrt:T effeC
p "“ s instrument withal, bein^

^ tbe

last

B U DE

:

noticed

in a programme under the
head of b American Composers,” the following
names:—
Gottschalk, Concone, de Kontski and
° ha " geS f atmos hei
Joseffy.
I have
‘e. and sounding
P
be e n "oaring how long since they
best in a diy,
drv clear air. ?
became AmericanLet us hope that the future
p,
and what may bring us harp and
ized-or
does
musical
America claim all who visit her
zither in place of mandolin
remains to induce Americans to study
and shores as Americans,
abroad? Have banjo as the outcome
irrespective
of citizenship? Seveof the fashionable, drawing-room
not our metropolitan cities already these
rawing room
a
features ?
hers me ntl oned in the same
music craz 6.— Musical Herald.
programme may be
.
A ma
Americans.
I never heard of them at
all.
Americus
‘

1,7

if

6

,

j :

S’

MATHEWS.

“ If. according to the article on Pianism and Poetry,
Vol. IV, p. 293, we are to lay aside Czerney, Koehler, and conservatory catalogues, without being brought into
Plaidy & Co., what course would you [or J. A., or W. actual use to any great extent. The studies of Moseheles
W. F. G., Delaware, 0.
are a case in point, unless I am incorrectly informed. If
S. B. M.] advise?”
Let us begin by separating the two elements in the you make such a list and leave off Moseheles, the first
preceding question, which do not belong together. man you show it to will turn out to have been a Leipsic
Plaidy is one thing, Czerney and Koehler are another. man, who, with horror, will exclaim
“ You have leftoff
The propriety of using Plaidy’s technical exercises as Moseheles
Do you expect to be able to make pianists
material for acquiring the modern mastery of the piano- without Moseheles’ studies? ”
The look and the accent
forte turns on the question, whether his exercises are of horror finish you
you put them back on the list,
sufficient for the mechanical training of the hand. where they remain year after year, although, perhaps, you
Opinions will differ upon this point I suppose the truth do not use two copies a year, and only because the pupil
to be, that while Plaidy’s exercises are of considerable seems to have played about everything else, and still
value, and some of them indispensable, they do not plays badly in a way which you cannot seem to account
cover the entire training of the hand, being deficient in for except under the hypothesis of original sin.
provision for the necessary power of touch and for the
Koehler’s claim to consideration is, perhaps, a little
training of the wrist. In addition to these two deficiencies, better than, that of Czerney, since he was a more skillthey do not tend to form the necessary habits of mental ful mechanic; but he is nothing more than a mechanic,
concentration and the extended coordinations of related and I doubt whether it is ever worth while to make use
brilliant
passages, which are required in of his studies.
members of
modern music. Hence, if Plaidy is to be used, his exerBut all this has not answered the categorical question,
cises must be supplemented by others adapted to secure which was the ostensible excuse for entering upon this
the ends overlooked in his. My own personal opinion is, discussion:
“What are we to give in their place?”
that Mason’s technics furnish the best elementary train- The answer is short, comprehensive and easily rememing of the hand that has yet been put forward, and that bered.
GIVE MUSIC. There is no grade of sesthetiit does this with reference to the power, variety and the
cal or technical merit in piano-forte music which is not
mental qualities entering into the performance of the now illustrated by a great number of compositions, well
music of Chopin, Schumann, and other writers of the written music, carefully fingered for teaching and in
modern school.
sympathy with the spirit of modern music.
I once
All the teaching has to be ordered according to three desired Dr. Mason to write a book of studies.
He
ends, which are necessary to be worked for with all writes clearly, and when he prepares a piece for teaching
pupils, from the most elementary to the most advanced. he does it extremely well.
Then I asked myself, what
These ends are: 1, To develop technic, prerequisite to has he ever written but studies ? Where is there a better
being able to play 2, To improve the quality of study, by finger-exercise than Danse Rustique ?
There is the
making it careful, accurate and earnest; this is the con- Romance Etude, one of the most useful studies in scale
dition of finding out what the author intends; 3, To playing that I know of the Monody, a study in serious
deepen, refine and strengthen the musical feelings, pre- playing Silver Spring, a most fascinating study in interrequisite to being able to enter into an author’s intention locking passages, and a melody carried legato by means
and sympathetically interpreting the same.
of the pedal.
What is Raff’s La Fileuse but a study?
Now, in pursuit of the first of these ends, Plaidy or some All that teaching can do in the matter of inculcating
other author must be used, for it is wholly futile to ex- careful habits of study can be done by means of these
pect the average teacher to create his own exercises. In pieces better than by any amount of Koehler and Czerpursuit of the second there is no set of studies in existence, ney.
Give Music ! The Musician contains a very fair
perhaps, which, under some circumstances, might not be list.
I fear that it leans a little too much toward sonaadvisable for the needs of a particular pupil. But that tinas and the pseudo-classic, by which I mean imitations
the practice is to begin with studies, go on with studies, of classical forms
but there are a plenty of pieces in
and graduate with studies, is preposterous, if the real the lists there, affording all the material needed.
end of the instruction is to turn out an intelligent player
I shall be met here by the objection that it is difficult
of real music.
In other words, much of the current in- to be systematic when the material of study is made up
struction is conducted as if the end proposed were to of pieces into the selection of which, for the individual
develop ability to articulate and pronounce, without pupil, the msthetic judgment or fancy enters so decidedly.
reference to the meaning of that which is articulated and 1 admit it.
It IS difficult.
But what is the advantage
pronounced. Whereas, the true end of study upon the of system and method which do not progress toward the
piano-forte, as I understand it, is to become able to in- end proposed, namely, toward the musical playing of
terpret the music of the best writers for that instrument Music ?
There is no difficulty in being systematic to the
in such a manner as to carry to the hearers an impres- extent of correcting one after another of the pupil’s
sion of its beauty.
faults, building out her deficiencies and making her
Now, into this problem there enter two elements the more musical. Technic will increase of itself under the
technic of interpretation and the experience necessary spur of new difficulties undertaken and overcome.
If
in order to divine in a new work the qualities which are unsystematic teaching results in the production of intelonly hinted at in the notes.
Besides, musical literature ligent players, able to take up and study, and afterward
is now so large that the most industrious pupil will not be
creditably interpret, the best works of Beethoven, Bach,
able to do more than to make a little beginning around Chopin and Schumann, what more of system do we
the margin.
I am aware that it may be said here, that if want?
I do not know.
the school give the pupil the ability to interpret or the
It is, perhaps, unnecessary to say that results of this
ability to study the technic, etc., she can go on by her- kind will not be attained when the teacher does not
unself and learn all the nieces she cares to. To this there derstand music as to its technic, or, which is more imporare three answers: First, Experience teaches, that as tant, as to its inner life of sentiment and beauty. You
things go, the pupil’s only opportunity of becoming cannot light a candle by another which is not itself
familiar with musical literature is while she is under the alight not even if the candle be authenticated by a
teacher’s eye
or, if not quite this, at least it will be conservatory diploma.
What one knows, one can teach,
necessary that she go far enough while under instruction better or worse, according <o the correctness with which
to give her a lively appetite for that which remains
un- one divines the strategic points of the subject; but teach
explored, and, it may be added, to give her the experi- in some way anybody can whatever they themselves
en p® which will afford her confidence in her own un- know. Those who are musical will turn out players,
guided efforts.
Second, That experience in interpreting whether they use “ Koehler, Czerney & Co.” or not.
music can only be had by the study of interpretation It is only a question of better ways.
as applied to music needing to be interpreted
that is,
W. S. B. Mathews.
to the music of writers of the first order. Studies will
not
do this. Third, That the only way to awaken and
Dear Sir: Would you kindly answer, through The
strengthen the musical feelings, and of imparting to them Etude, the following:—
the necessary range and responsiveness, is through
I have a pupil about eleven years old, whom I have been
contact with music of a high order
of imaginative quality, trying to teach the piano during the past two years. She
there m more mental stimulus in one single piece
by a has no decided talent in any direction, but I can’t help
good writer, thoroughly learned and well stored in the feeling that what with the effort I have made,
coupled with
memory, than in the ordinary study of twenty common the length of time she has been with me
as pupil, she
pieces by writers ‘of small originality.
The principal ought to have made greater progress, and it is with the
dependence for mental stimulus in education has
to be misgiving that I have been, perhaps, at fault in my teachupon contact with mind. It was this quality which
pro- ing that I write for counsel.
The child has a quick ear,
duced such extraordinary results as we read
of in the case and once let her get the sound of a piece or exercise in her
of John Stuart- Mill and
others.
mind, she is able to play it readily enough, but she is
Now, as to the studies of Czerney, how do they
stand unable to associate the notes on the printed page with
with reference to modern piano
playing? They belong the sounds they represent. In other words, she succeeds
to a school of playing which is
played out. They have in playing from memory (if her small progress may be
little phrasing in them, no
especially musical quality, and called success) alone, and fails entirely in acquiring the
:

!

;

;

;

;

One of the weaknesses of some of our German
musicians is their inability to grasp the intricacies
of
the English language.
Our orchestra seems peculiarly
rich in gentlemen of that sort.
One of them being recently taken to task for his “English as she is
spoke,”

ot d°l ars,

as regards the financial question,
and any one
can readily see whether class or private
lessons would be
arranged for, in case one cost the same

S. B.

,

is it

;

X^I-

!

An

ciate.

not well separated into its conthe technic of modern piano
playing.
I do not see any good reason for using Czerney.
Loeschhorn, on the contrary, is much more in sympathy
with modern playing. His studies have the technic better analyzed, and they are in every way more musical and
more conducive to good phrasing.
There are many
books of study which still live, and are quoted in college
is

;

?

performance, she rose and asked the great master,
whowas smiling ironically, “ What Rhall I do?”
“Get
married
was Rubinstein’s laconic answer, given in a
tone of conviction.

respect, music stands on a level with its sister arts,
neither
higher nor lower. In reality, music is the most
democratic of all the fine arts, that which is most
accessible
to the masses, as well as that which they
can best appre-

-

difference

L What

.Name his masterpiece.

V.— 1. What
a composer?
sical subjects?

composer.
making its annual tour in the musical papers, only serves
to show how nonsense will pass for wisdom,
if only it
Music and Marriage.— Rubinstein, when in Leipsic,
has some great name to back it. All arts are “ aristowas one day visited by a very pretty girl, who asked percratic,
if by that be meant that they are
debased when mission to play for him.
After her somewhat doubtful
made to minister to what is low or immoral.

;

is

account of Schubert.
is said of Meyerbeer’s
perseverance?

full

Brahms, the composer, recently played his sonata for
violoncello and piano with a ’cellist who was not
quite up
to
the composer s expectations.
Brahms, in consequence, played the piano part somewhat
more
energetically than he might otherwise have done,
and the
poor cellist, after the first movement, said to him “ But
my dear Mr. Brahms, please do not play so loudly, as you
are drowning me so unmercifully that I
cannot hear
that
myself
Oh, you happy fellow!” was the simple
now reply of the

1

This

— Give a

IW
zs.

A

ordinary painting, not a daub, costs hundreds
and masterpieces are worth fortunes. How
many have, or can have, as their own, even a statue of
of graduation is, undoubtedly, as high as
any.
To be the masters ? It is not so with music ; a few dollars buy
sure, but very few, out of the large number
the works of the masters, a little time
that attend
and study will
succeed in completing the prescribed course
make them part and parcel of one’s being, so that they
of study
but the results of the high standard of teaching
there is can be recalled and enjoyed, even in the stillness of the
already seen throughout America.
night, or the solitude of the desert,
by the humble as
Many have a mistaken idea about conservatory system well as by the proud, by the poor
as well as by the
It is spoken of frequently as a “class
Music why it is the only one of the arts
system,” implying wealthy.
that
that the pupil, necessarily, is obliged
to study in ever makes its home among the lowly; that takes even
classes.
This is not so. Private instruction is
the street Arab out ot the filth, ignorance
given
and degradaand any one desiring private lessons can
readily be ac- tion which he knows too well, to give his soul an occacommodated. The great advantages of the
“class sys- sional glimpse of the sunshine, an occasional breath of
tem
are these: cheapness and the
benefits derived the pure air of song land.
Music is not essentially arisfrom reciting before others. If four
pupils arrange to tocratic; it is universal, therefore essentially democratic,
divide the hour’s lesson between them,
each one pays in Lhopm to the contrary notwithstanding.—KunkeVs Mu
proportion
whereas, if one engages the entire time,
steal Remew.
the

expense comes on that one only.

IIL

BY W.

:

them

stituent elements, nor

subscriber

L—

versal, and no musician is a true artist who does not look
beyond his own country. We cannot ignore the fact that
nearly all the great masters of music were Germans. We
must, therefore, have profound respect for that nation,
as it is to-day preeminently a musical one. We should
not, however, allow ourselves, as Americans, to be humbugged in this matter to such an extent as to believe that
the
B C’s of the art can only be taught there. With
the same zeal and application, one can acquire the whole
alphabet of musical knowledge in certain of our American cities as well as could be acquired abroad. Facilities for mastering the art exist here as well as there.
In
Boston the American teachers are certainly ahead of
the latest importations.
One can easily be convinced
of this by carefully observing the programmes given by
pupils of both American and imported teachers and attending the renderings thereof. There is, certainly, much
to be commended in America.
Let us stay at home to
do our hard work, and, when once we gain the mastery
over the difficulties which lie in the path of every student, then, and not till then, contemplate one or more
journeys abroad to broaden our ideas.
Our journeys
there should be pilgrimages to make comparisons, to
listen and observe.
In conclusion, let us, from now
henceforth, endeavor to make our country the Mecca for
musicians.
F. H. Lewis.

Woburn, Massachusetts.

the technic in

elfcrs to Upcactarj,

sends us the following list of questions
which may interest others and lead to the adoption
of a’
course of study which the answers would involve
1. What is the character of Chopin’s
compositions?
z. nor what instrument especially
did Chopin write?
II.— 1. What can you say of Mendelssohn’s childhood
?
Z. Name one of his works.

Barnura has declared that “The'
assured.
to be humbugged.”
A rigid

like

microscopic examination of this somewhat derogative
declaration shows that the aforesaid Hon. Barnum had a
disposition to uphold the interests of truth to a remarkable extent.
Especially true is this declaration as regards the musical art in America.
Old Oaken Bucket advocates of the
art still outnumber the classic crusaders.
The longhaired sepulchral exponents of the Maiden’s- PrayerMocking-Bird-Silvery- Wave annex still thrive.
They
are not only too numerous, but are kept so by the lavish
support of the American public.
This fact is a serious
one.
It is an obstacle to universal progress in this
country, considered from the best standpoints, and it is
the purpose of this ‘article to briefly discourse on the
merits of Home Study.
Two powerful factors are already at work improving
our home resources, namely, concentration and localization of effort.
The large cities, east and west, are
rapidly becoming art centres
indeed, it is not difficult
for a Bostonian to believe he already exists in the art
centre of, even, the world
In any community ignorance is found by quantity and
knowledge by quality; i. e., the masses are ignorant,
while the few are educated. Just how to reduce this
quantity and improve this quality is the problem.
It is
safe to assert, that, on an average, we cannot find, among
the sixty millions of people in the United States, one in
thousands qualified to meet the requirements of the
European standard. This may be a startling revelation
to many amateurs who labor under the false impression
that they “ know it all
but, in order to meet these
requirements, it is just these same misled amateurs that
must be summarily disposed of, for the egotistic ignorance displayed by this class is so universal as to overcloud the real merits of the few.
In ‘large towns and cities the outlook is becoming
more encouraging year by year. Hardly any place of
twenty thousand inhabitants now exists without one or
more musicians worthy of the name. Instrumental as
well as vocal recitals are increasing in number
and
quality.
In the metropolitan cities conservatories are
springing up rapidly, notwithstanding the opposition
of
private teachers, who charge from five to ten dollars
an
hour for their services
There is a growing belief that
the influence of these conservatories contribute
a large
share toward making Home Study as profitable, in
more
senses than one, as that of abroad. The New
England
Conservatory of Boston (recently alluded to in°THE
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What we must see to is this Fight for American interests every time.
Encourage American composers,
with courteous regard for the foreign. Depreciate sham.
Let professionals work as energetically as do the “knowit-all” amateurs, and the superiority of Home Study is
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She
habit of reading and playing at the same time.
experiences great, and it would seem insurmountable,
difficulty in getting both hands to play their respective
maiter
how
easy
the
parts at one and the same time, no
She can play them both alone well
piece may be.
enough. If you can throw any light on the matter, you
Subscriber.
will much oblige, yours truly,
From the statement of the case it is evident that the
pupil has music in her, and her progress is, therefore, a
matter of certainty, provided she has industry. The
missing link is the ability to call up musical impressions
from the printed signs of them. To cultivate this there
are many methods. Perhaps the best way to begin would
be to introduce a perfectly simple and general notation,
like that of the Tonic Sol-fa. In this notation write out
a little passage of melody that she has played or, rather,
have her write out one from her own playing. Then add
the harmony to it, and have this written out in the same
notation.
After a few exercises of this kind, let her
write out in the common notation a melody that she can
play by ear, but the notes of which she does not rememThen have her play the same melody in another
ber.
key, and afterward write it out from that.
When this
has gone far enough to afford her a certain degree of
facility, let her read a melody from the notes, but without playing it after she has had a little time to think it
over, have her sing it.
(For a first exercise it will be
better to make use of short phrases merely, in order
that her memory may not be overburdened.)
When she
can sing it, have her play it in one key and then in
another.
Then let her write it out in any one of the
other keys.
At the next step allow her to look at a piece, or, better, a short phrase of two measures at most, and after
looking at it carefully, and trying to think how it ought
to sound, let her attempt to play it from her recollection
of it, without referring again to the notes.
The corrections should be made through the ear, the teacher playing the passage correctly, and afterward demonstrating
the correctness from the notes.
Another useful exercise
is to have her read whole pages from the music without
once trying it on the piano. Take a simple and easilyconceived idea from this experiment.
When the pupil
has studied it away from the piano, let her first sing the
melody as she thinks it, and then let her pick it out from
her mental conception of it, without referring to the
notes.
Yet another step will be gained by the exercise
of sight reading in easy four hand pieces. This exercise
has the effect of placing the pupil under obligation to go
on when the time comes. It sharpens up the conception
of the notes.
It cultivates the eye and the musical perceptions. The combined effect of all these methods will
be a great improvement within a comparatively short
time.
If anything more appears to be lacking, please

A

;

;

write again.

There is an occasional contributor to The Etude who
could give much more light upon this subject, and perhaps I would have done the reader a kindness by forwarding the question to him in the first instance.
I refer to
Prof. Cady, of Michigan University.
Prof. Cady has a
whole hatful of theories upon the mental elements of
piano-teaching, and upon what I might call the metaphysics of music generally. He has been extremely fortunate in eliminating from his pupils’ playing the wrong
action of the nerves and muscles, and in establishing the
proper action of musical conception. He makes a great
deal of this exercise of reading and thinking music away
from the instrument.
There is particular need of care upon this subject in
teaching the piano, since the playing of this instrument
is so easily divested of all musical character
in fact, we
might almost say that this is its natural quality. To put
the fingers upon such and such keys is such an easy prescription, and the result comes so independently of any
musical intelligence whatever, that it is almost inevitable
that pupils who are not distinctly musical fall into the
habit of viewing it merely as a muscular exercise. Everything that awakens the musical faculties, and every trick
of teaching that throws the work of the pupil back upon
her musical faculties, is to be welcomed and eagerly
sought out. The current habit of using so many studies
which are not very musical, and so many exercises
which are mechanical simply, are, in part, to blame for
making a bad matter worse. This is why I think it such
an advantage to use Mason’s exercises they, at least,
;

;

have musical relations, however mechanically they may
be built up.
In my own personal experience I have generally found
that pupils who had a true musical feeling presently
became good enough readers. The pleasure of reading
over new music will, in time, make them good readers,
if the musical appetite is vigorous.
I have in my own
class at the present time a young man who was a very
bad reader, who, in fact, “despised ” to read notes; but
he had a fine musical nature, and I went on with that;
the desire of reading new pieces, and the practice he had
in reviewing his old pieces, and in reading over the Beethoven Sonatas, of which he had obtained a taste, resulted
in making him a good reader, as good a reader as any
one can be who is not phenomenal, and who is conscientious and discriminating in musical conception.

W.

S.

B.

M.
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There are two forms or modes of the scales— the major
and the minor. All major scales are formed alike, and
The major
all minor scales of a class are formed alike.
In the pianoscale has five steps and two half steps.

c.

c.
c.
c.
c.

forte the smallest interval or difference of pitch

next without regard to black or white. Two half steps
make a whole step, and one key, black or white, lies
between the keys forming a whole step thus, from B to
C and E to F are half steps, and from C to D is a whole

c.

c.
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must not look so much for the melodic element in these
works as for the originality of these lofty ideas and the
unaccustomed and often bold modulations which the
composer introduces at every turn and change of a
musical phrase. These pieces embody elements that the
student does not find elsewhere. Brahms is also especially
great in his variations on a theme of R. Schumann, Op.

an
oj

i his
T

var ' a f‘ on and fugue

on a theme by Handel, Op.

raluns “'.Sh 1 not be so successful in the invention
ofe a theme as in the versifying
of a given one. Here
his inventions and fancies are smaller.
The variations
are all so different. In some it would seem as if they
were built up as light as the wings of a butterfly, and

then again he praises the thought like a colossal statue
always surprising the player by his wonderful imagina-

and

flight

of thoughts.
His Op. 76, Klavierstiicke,
two books, Waltzes, Op.
39, and Rhapsodies, Op. 79,
oa fht not to be overlooked by good players.
Ihe Waltzes, Op. 39, are for four hands. Their appearance attracted the great attention of composers, so
that many have followed Brahms' footsteps in writing
waltzes of this nature.
Only too many times do teachers and good players
waste time and labor in studying pieces that present
technical difficulties enough and yet do not satisfy, for
they are void of thought and true musical contents.
Next to the works of Bach, those of the classic and
romantic school that fpllowed, we need to study the
ma ®f® rs °f our times wfio are true successors to them,
and laydown in their compositions the most powerful
thoughts of the nineteenth century.

EXCUSES FOR MISSING

LES-

SONS.

find

it.

Forgot it until too late.
Missed the lesson to save money to buy Christmas

17.

:

careful

Examinations in school.
Left my music somewhere and couldn’t

15.

The teacher who attempts to lead all his pupils in
exactly the same path, without regard to difference of
temperament, natural ability, etc., besides laying out for
himself an Herculean if not an impossible task, also
gives himself away by thus making evident that he does
I.
not possess the faintest glimmer of a shadow of an idea
There are certain authors in the literature of every of what constitutes the essential principles of educational processes.
nation who have to labor and wait a long time before
In learning, as in eating, what is food to one is poison
they are justly estimated and read by the larger class of
educated people. Some are either too modest to crowd to another. What is helpful to one is a hindrance to another.
What is trash to one is classic ” to another.
their works into popularity, or the works in themselves
In other words, different minds require different treatare of such a nature that they do not easily attract the
multitude of readers. Other authors, again, present so ment. As persons differ in face and feature, so they
differ in mind and temperament, and therefore require
of
originality
thought,
an
are
so
lofty
great
in their ideas,
different methods of development.
take such gigantic steps, that the majority of literary
The teacher who does not perceive this difference in
scholars are afraid to leave their ordinary channel and
the requirements of pupils, lacks the first and principal
drift of work and commence the study of a new light
everything
presents
under
that
such an unaccustomed faculty of a true and successful educator. He who not
only
perceives it, but has the tact to adapt himself and
form.
In the musical world this is likewise true.
Some com- his instruction to the situation, is a born teacher.
Tact does not imply servility or lack of principle or a
posers gain the favor of music-loving people in a short
forsaking
of high standards, or the giving up of noble
time, while others equally great and often of truer value
must be satisfied with a small number of admirers and ideals. It does not mean that the pupil’s present taste
thorough students. As an example, I will only refer to is to wholly govern in the selection of his studies. It
does
not
mean
at all that the teacher is to come down to
Stephen Heller, who, besides his various sets of piano
studies which are used a great deal, has also given us an the pupil’s level and stay there, or to give him what he
infinite number of other compositions of truest inspira- wants, rather than what he needs, for fear of losing him.
It
means
none
of these things.
tion that are played but very little.
Of course, Stephen
Tact means that peculiar faculty of skill, knack, if you
Heller occupies a peculiar place in our piano-forte literaHis compositions are too hard for the common please, which enables the teacher to see the natural bent
ture.
of
or
the
leadings
of the pupil’s mind, and which enamateur, who dislikes to study anything harder than the
ordinary run of showy pieces ; on the other hand, the ables him to so adapt his teaching that the pupil shall be
concert pianist has to offer his public generally more led gently along the right way, without shock to his
natural
inclination,
and
without arousing the uneducated
extended and brilliant works of modern composers. We,
as teachers and cultivators of the true, beautiful and the taste to obstinate opposition.
A teacher of wide experience in discussing the subject
good, ought to make an exception, however. Besides
of
adaptability
says
the classical composers, we must diligently cultivate
There is a wide and, if one attempts to jump it, an
such genuine music as that of Stephen Heller.
After these introductory remarks, I wish to call the impassable gulf between common and classical music.
attention of teachers and the lovers of music at large to This abyss must be bridged over, and the progression
must
be made gradually, almost insensibly.
a few works of Brahms and Volkmann.
The former, in
Teachers err in exactly two ways one in staying with
some respects, the most original and powerful of living
composers, the latter, although of less importance than pupils of low tastes and catering continually to their
tastes,
and never striving to elevate their ideal of art
his great contemporary, has, nevertheless, left us works
of intrinsic musical worth.
Leaving aside Brahms’ the other in placing the ideal too high and trying to rush
wonderful symphonies and chamber music, I can only up to it too rapidly. One cannot catch all fish with the
and it certainly requires a world of experience
same
bait,
have reference here to his piano-forte compositions. The
to understand people and treat them rightly.
first two pages of his sonata in C, Op.
1, convince the
Many teachers fail to make the most of their profes-'
player that Brahms had wonderful musical power at the
sion,
simply
because they do not have the faculty of
very beginning of his career.
We cannot help but think
with Schumann, that he is at once a great master, who letting themselves down, and of adapting themselves to
does not have to undergo hardships, and little by little the surroundings in which they are placed.
Wisdom’s
ways
are ways of pleasantness always, and
attains eminence, but who appears on the musical firmament as a star of great intensity of power and light. No in all departments of learning. They are not always
Her paths are very rugged sometimes, but
other composer has ever evinced such wonderful power easy ways.
they
are
also
paths
of peace.
There is always satisfacand such a broad musical conception in his firsttwo works
as Brahms in the sonata in C and the one in Fff minor, his tion in true progress, and this depends upon the tact of
Opus 2, so that even Schumann, never given to flattery, the teacher.
pig-headed
obstinacy
which
will not adapt itself
The
was overpowered and could not help but introduce him
“ my
to the world in very flattering terms. After these sonatas to circumstances, together with the slavery to
followed the Scherzo in E flat minor, a composition that method,” which persists in placing the pupil on a Proall
good musicians ought to study; it is food which! crustean bed, to which all shall be alike fitted, is deservMusical Visitor.
strengthens the musical intellect and repays all hard ing of the severest censure.
work bestowed upon it. His ballads, Op. 10, will aid in
widening the student’s musical horizon. Hard as the
form may be at first, the thoughts will come out clear
[For The Etude.]
and strong after a
study.
course,
student
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step higher than

Dk

“ Novellette-”
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“ Romanza.”
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a tone takes the
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Italy.

“ Pifferari.”
“ Canzonetta del Gondoliere.”
“ Tarantella.”
C. E. VAN SAER.
“ Melody.”
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When
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it
written before a note lowers the tone a half step, and
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is played upon the key next lower, whether
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black.

& CO.
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next key above,

“ Voices of the Night.”
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and each inserted tone
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PHILADELPHIA.
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twelve half steps. The five black keys produce these
added tones and are called artificial keys, the white keys
being called the natural keys. When a scale is formed

c.

RICHARD ZECKWER.

“ Nocturne.”
“ Album Leaf.”

8*567
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rectly played from any keynote, a tone must be
between each of the five whole steps of the natural scale,
into two half steps, and the octave into

c.

from a new keynote or
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NORTH &
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the defect of fixed scales in instruments.
is
the piano forte the scale represented by white keys
the scale of C, which is called the natural scale, because

RICHARD ZECKWER.
“Barcarolle.”
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With Key, Grade and

Purposes,

GRADE ON A SCALE OF
No.

C

etttee.

SELECTED LIST

Concert

for

—

18.

presents.

Piano was out of tune.
Not going to take any more, anyhow.

19.

20.

Now,

is

it

reasonable for a teacher to stand

these

all

some of which are entirely unreasonable,
accommodate the passing whim of a pupil ? No

omissions,
just to

then
business or profession would submit to it
why ours? Several ways have been mentioned in The
Etude by which the difficulty may be in part remedied.
The best way, I have found in my experience, is to have
it understood at the first, that lessons omitted by the
pupil unless from sickness or continued absence shall
Even then the
be charged the same as though taken.
teacher is not the gainer, for the pupil is apt to lose in
interest, and so much time has been lost in the standing
still or in a retrograde movement on the part of the pupil
which should have been used progressively, that to a
teacher interested in his work, the price of a lesson cuts
but a small figure.
Business is business the world over,
and music is a business as much as any other. Then it
can be successfully conducted in no other than a businessE. A. S.
like way.
other

;

—

—

A LETTER FROM MADAME
WAGNER.
Madame Richard Wagner’s Letter of Thanks, for
the Franz Liszt “In Memoriam ” Album, to the
Philadelphia Musical Associations and Artists,
through Prof. E. Zerdahelyi.
Sir:
1 am deeply touched by the marks of sympathy
which the professors of music and the members of

A

—

musical associations of Philadelphia have honored me
with, and I beg of you to transmit to them the expression of my gratitude.
I do not believe that it would have been possible to
express with more eloquence and justice the claims of
my father to a continuity of life in the innermost of

warm and enthusiastic hearts. I was
to receive this token of the highest
tions on the part of the artists, the
whom have neither been able to enjoy

especially moved
earthly remuneralargest number of
the gifts bestowed
upon him as an artist nor have experienced the charm of
personal acquaintance with him. He was not spared from
trials, a tribute which all unusually gifted ones owe to destiny.
He paid it largely and with usury, as his genius of
virtuoso and the grace, almost irresistible, surrounding
him have, to say, proved to be an obstacle to his action
as a composer and as a prophet.
But justice has its
sway.
Philadelphia’s kind address is a precious token
to me.
His works and acts are unfolding in their
originality and grandeur through a cloudy and overcast
atmosphere. It seems to an emotional heart, that death

came, in order not to interrupt, but to commence in
truth, the course of life in this world.
I
convinced
that
father would find in the deep-felt recollections

am

my

of elevated minds an ample compensation for much of
the bitterness of his existence, which he bore with
Christian courage.
I am particularly obliged to you for the account which
you have so kindly given of your relations with him.
I have read with interest that you were present at the

performance of “ Lohengrin,” from which date a
new era has opened in art and in human life. There is
now a cause to support, an ideal to vow, and fruitful

first

trials worth undergoing.
Accept all my thanks, Sir; may my feeble words give
you an idea of the pleasant emotion which I experienced

in

receiving a gift so exquisitely ingenious and cordial.
the gentlemen
so kindly, the

I join with my thanks to you, Sir, and to
artists who have been thinking of me
Since there has of lateffieen some discussion in regard
assurance of my highest consideration.
to “missing lessons,” I have taken the liberty to note a
Faithfully
few of the reasons actually given by pupils to me for not
Bayreuth March 2 d, 1887.
coming at the regular lesson hour. Various others might
also be given, but here are enough to show the necessity
existing for a teacher to charge the lesson, whether taken
Such a course, at least, will dispense with a Editor of The Etude
or not.

yours,

,

C.

Wagner.

:

number of
1.

The

the excuses given.
lesson was too hard,

and

I did

not understand

it.

The articles that appear in The Etude by W. S. B.
are usually instructive, interesting and to the
point but in his last letter, p. 77, his illustration is, to
say the Jeast, far-fetched and blindness itself, while his
quotation is a perversion which I have never before seen
or heard.
“The proof of the pudding is in the eating,”
not “in eating the bag” as Mr. W. S. B. M. has it.
Even with all his ingenuity, he could not make the illustration twist into place.
Had he used a musical compo-

—

M—

;

2.

I didn’t like the lesson,

3.

Had company,

and

just wouldn’t practice

it.

and couldn’t practice.

5.

Went visiting a day
Too warm weather.

6.

So cold we couldn’t keep the house warm enough

4.

or two.

to practice.

sition in

such a manner,

9.

Hired

cellence of the

7.

girl left,

and had to do the work.

pudding had been baked

10.

Sickness.

itself would

11.

Hurt my finger.
Had a lame foot.

Then

12.
13.
14.

Went to a party.
Had to write a composition.

would have appeared distor-

it

— a veritable piece of patchwork.

Too rainy and muddy for me to walk.
House cleaning, and couldn’t practice.

tion itself

8.

have “ been

in

Suppose the

a tin dish, would the “ exattested that the very dish
danger of being consumed ” ?

in

pudding”

the parallel drawn from it as to the use of the fourth
finger is just about as much in place as the fourth finger
is out of place when not under control.

Hoping you

will

not consider

me an

Old Fogy.

*
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After sixteen months’ constant use of the Techniphone, I am pleased to say that it has proved
10
the greatest value to me in many ways, chief among which is the reduction of the time I have
my
give to practice for purely technical facility and accuracy, to fully one-half. I find, also, that
touch is stronger, firmer, and more elastic, while the performance of a heavy programme produces
much less fatigue than it did before I commenced using it. I would not be deprived of it. forany
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clear, r
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sig
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ranks with the very best, and no Sunday School management should adopt a new Singing Book without carefully examining one of their “tried and true”

OF PIANO-FORTE MUSIC.

BEETHOVEN’S SONATAS, Lebert

>

SEND FOR LISTS AND CATALOGUE.

CO., Boston, Mass.

Few York.

J. E.

DITSON &

1228 Chestnut

CO.,

St., Phila.,

Pa.
-

JUST PUBLISHED.

THE BOSTON MUSIC COMPANY,
O.

UCHIJiMER,

Jr.,

Manager,

IMPORTERS AND PUBLISHERS OF

C,C,

THE NATURE OF HARMON)

MULLER’S TABLES

R. HUGO RIEMANN.
TRANSLATED BY JOHN C. FILLMORE,

Modulation and Chromatic Alteration.

Sheet Music and Music Books
Edition Peters.
Edition Augener.
Edition Cotta.
Edition Pohle.
Our “ Select List of

Musical Compositions,” a Catalogue
66 pages long, of choice music for the Voice, Piano and Organ, artistically
printed, sent, gratis, to auy address. Accounts opened. Special terms

Being a succession

Price 2o Cents.

Elementary Harmonic

to his Tables for writing
Exercises, and for

Something new and valuable

HARMONIZING MELODIES.
Practical and Comprehensive Explanations.

PRICE

•

WEST STREET,

new

BOSTOIT, LHASS.

Newt Lessons + in t Harmony,
JOHN
Price

C.

1704 Chestnut

This work embodies

all

recent developments in mu-

sical theory.

THEODORE PRESSER,
1704

Chestnut

St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

NEW EDITION.

A.

Union Square,

©xess.

Earmoi

St., Philadelph

COLLECTION OF MUSIC FOB
CABINET ORGAN,
Porza.

X33. Sih.ee t XuEtisic
L.
By Samuel T. Strang.
Suitable for those who have finished the course of instruction' book,
desire to continue the study to higher grades.
1. Freyschutz, Leybach, 60 ceuts.
2. Romance in G (Beethoven),
Yolckmar.50 cents. 3. Romance in F < Beethuven), Yolckmar, 50 cents.
4. Sent i ram ide, Leybach, 60 cents.
5. Remfniscence of Gretry, Le Beau,
60 cents. 6 Air Varie and Two Short Fugues, Handel, 50 cents. 7.
Romanza, L. Maes, 40 cents. 8 Silvio Pellico, Vas-eur, 36 cents. 9.
Little Fugne, Lemmens, 40 cents.
10. Funeral March (Chopin 1, Leybach, 50 cents. 11. Idylle, Leybach, 60 cents. 12. Meditation, Leybach,
cents.
Address
35

fttl

and

By RIDLEY PRENTICE.

FILLMORE.
One Dollar,

-

of

81.00.

SCHIRMER, 35

Published by G.

every teacher

THEO. PRESSER,

to teachers.

No. 28

to

Address Publisher,

Affording the most diversified practice in the above branches, with

.

.

A

IDT

GUIDE FOE PIANO STUDENTS,

THEO. PRESSER,

SIX G-BADES,

Price 75 Cents Each.

7.00 per doz.

1704 Chestnut

St.,

For Every Singer and Every Teacher

Philadelphia.

of Singing.

i

SOPRANO

The work gives analyses of most of the popular teaching pieces, together with the circumstance under which
t 7 pi I H
A 1
I
they were composed, what they suggest, questions on the
Ijt- H
M 1\ ll
*
information given, metronome marks, birth and death of
By EMIL BEHNKE and CHARLES W. PEARCE,
the composers, graded lists of pieces, etc.
of London, England.
The object of this work is to help to the better understanding and enjoyment of beautiful Music.
43 Pages of Progressive Lessons for Acquiring Resonance, Attack and
Flexibility for the Whole Compass of the Voice.
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STUDIES

IN

PHRASING, MEMORIZING

AND INTERPRETATION.

THEO. PRESSER,
Selected from the Works of Haydn, Mozart, Heller
and Schumann, with explanatory remarks on the Theory,

Phrasing,

Publisher,

PHILADELPHIA.

Exercises for Sustained Tones, Chromatic Phrases, Transition from
One Register
Another, ilie Major and Minor Scales Scale Passage^
Arpeggios, Chromatic Scales, the Turn, the Shake, and other Ornaments

o

By W.
Author of

S. B.

MATHEWS,

"How to

Published by

Understand Music.”
PRICE, $1.50.

THEODORE PRESSER,

1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

PIANOS TUNED, REGULATED

AND

Over 10.000 Copies Already Sold.
Teacher- s price 60 cents, postpaid.

REPAIRED.

Thirty years’ experience in Paris, Brussels, London and

Arrangements made with teachers in the country,

New York.

Me MARKS, Tuner, Repairer and Maker,
108

E. 126th Street,

L

-

Address THEO. PRESSES, 1701 Cnestnut

for periodical visits,

or special occasions.

NEW YORK.

.

and Graces.

etc.

OR

SALE.

—A

St.,

Philadelphia.

double-action Harp of Brown’
s^
manufacture. The attention of schools is called ti
this advertisement, as it is seldom such an instrument i
offered.
Apply to Proprietor of The Etude.
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